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Report of the Joint Committee 
I, the Chairman of the Joint Committee to which a ·Bill further 

to amend the Banking Companies Act, 1949, was referred, having 
.een authorised to submit the Report on their behalf, present their 
Report, with the Bill as amended by the Committee annexed thereto. 

2. The Bill was introduced in the Lok Sabha on the 23rd Feb-
ruary, 1959. The motion for reference of the Bill to a Joint Commit-
tee of the Houses was moved by Shri B. Gopala Reddi, Minister of 
Revenue and Civil Expenditure on the 30th April, 1959 and was 
discussed in the Lok Sabha and adopted on the same day 
(Appendix I). 

3. The Rajya Sabha discussioned and concurred in the said motion 
on the 6th May. 1959 (Appendix II). 

4. The message from the Rajya Sabha was read out to the Lok 
Sabha on the 9th May, 1959. 

5. The Committee held four sittings in all. 
6. The first sitting of the Committee was held on the 9th May, 

1959, to draw up a programme of work. The Committee at this sit-
ting decided to hear the evidence of associations, public bodies and 
individuals desirous of presenting their suggestions or views before 
the Committee. The Chairman was authorised to decide, after 
examining the memoranda submitted by them, as to which of the 
associations, public bodies etc. should be called to tender oral evi-
dence before the Committee. 

7. Four memoranda or representations on the Bill were received 
by the Committee from different associations, public bodies and indi-
viduals as mentioned in Appendix III. 

8. At the second sitting of the Committee held on the 13th July, 
1959, the Committee heard the evidence tendered by the two associa-
tions specified in Appendix IV. 

The Committee have decided that the whole of the evidence tend-
ered before them may be laid on the Table of the House. 

The Committee have also decided that the memoranda submitted 
by the associations that tendered evidence before them may be 
appended to the Evidence volume and laid on the Table of the House. 
---------------------- -. 

'Published in Part II, Section 2 of the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, 
dated the 23rd February, 1959. 
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9. The Committee considered the Bill clause by claUie at their 
third sitting held on the 14th July, 1959. 

10. The Committee considered and adopted the Repon at their 
fowth sitting held on the 15th July, 1959. 

11. The observ.ations of the Committee with regard to the pr1nclpal 
changes proposed in the. Bill are detailed in the succeeding paragrapha. 

12. Clause 2.-ltem (i) .-The Committee feel that the definition of 
"branch" or "branch office" should,except for the purposes of section 
35, be restricted to only such place of business where .deposita.are 
received, cheques cashed or moneys lent. 

The item has been amended accordingly. 

13. Cla'U8e 6.- (1) Sub-cla'U8e (a). Item (ii) .-The Committee teel 
that the ReserVe Bank should have power to grant· extension upto 
nine months in suitable cases. 

The proviso has been amended accordingly. 

(2) Sub-clause (b) .-The Committee feel that the Reserve 
Bank should have power to remove any chairman or director or 
manager or chief executive officer of a banking company, « such 
person has 'been found by any tribunal or other authority to . have 
contravened the provisions of any law and the Reserve Bank is 
satisfied that the association of such person with the banking com-
pany is undesirable. The Committee further feel that the Reserve 
Bank should also have the power to prohibit such person from taking 
part in the management of any banking company for such period not 
exceeding 5 years as the Reserve Bank thinka fit. 

Sub-clause (b) has accordingly been inserted. 

14. Cla'U8e lO.-The Committee feel that banldag companies should 
be. ,permitted to declare dividends without writing off depreciation, if 
any, in the value of their investments in shares, debentures and bonda 
or the losses on account of bad debts, if adequate provision has been. 
made therefor to the satisfaction of the auditor. 

The clause has been recast accordingly. 

15. Clause 12.-The Committee consider that as in the cue of 
opening of Branches, a banking company should obtain the permittsion 
of the Reserve Bank before forming a subsidiary fot the purpGIe of 
carrying on banking business exclusively outside India. 

The clause has been recast accordingly. 



(v) 
Ht. Clause 13.-The amendments made are intended to make it 

clear that clauses (a) and (b) of sub-section (3) of section 22 are 
alao applicable to a banking company which has not yet commenced 
banking business at the time of the grant of a license. 

17. Clause 14.-The amendment is of a consequential nature and 
has been made in order to bring this clause into conformity with the 
amemdments made in Clause 2 (i) . 

18. Clause 20.-The Committee consider that in the case of bank-
ing companies incorporated in India. the Reserve Bank should have 
the power to inspect subsidiaries of such companies formed for the 
purpose of carrying on the business of banking exclusively outside 
India. Item (ii) of the Explanation has been suitably amended to 
provide for this. 

19. Cla.use 33.-In the opinion of the Committee, the penalty 
provided In sub-eection (4) of section 46 as substituted by this clause 
is not adequate. The maximum fine has. therefore. been raised from 
five hundred r~_tpees to two thousand rupees and from fifty rupees to 
one hundred rupees. The Committee feel that the penalty provided 
in sub-section \2) of section 46 should be correspondingly enhanced. 

The clause has been amended accordingly. 

20. Clause 3l5.-The Committee consider that the Reserve Bank 
should be mentioned in the proposed: section 49A of the principal Act 
since the Reserve Bank also accepts deposits withdraw.able by 
cheques. 

Necessary insertion has, therefore, been made in this clause. 

21. The Joint Committee recommend that the Bill as amended' be 
p....a ... 

Nzw D&Lm; 
The 15th 1,,1t/, 1.59. 

C. R. PATI'ABHI RAMAN. 
CMinnaa, 

Jeint Committee. 



Minutes of DbleDt 

We regret to have to append this Minute of dissent. 

At the outset, we must say. that the amending Bill itself is extre-
mely inadequate to enable the Government of India to regulate the 
banking industry in such a way as to make it function in a manner 
necessary in a developing economy, with a Socialist Pattern as the 
goal. The present Bill is a first major amending Bill of its kind seek-
ing to make substantial amendments to the original Bill passed ten 
years ago i.e. in 1949, when the concept of the role of banking in 
our economy was different from what it is today. We fail to under-
stand why Government contended themselves in bringing forward a 
Bill of this kind which does not enable them to control the 'industry 
to the extent necessary in the present context. Even as regards the 
provisions embodied in the Bill, it is clear to us that some at least are 
retrograde in character and in the interest of the industry and the 
country ought not to have been embodied. We take the stand and 
feel fully justified in doing so, having regard to the attitude of the 
Government in regard to the several amendments which we proposed. 
We regret that we were unable to convince the majority of our col-
leagues in the Committee as regards the major amendments which 
we proposed. We are giving below our views on the more important 
points arising out of the Bill as also relating to the report. 

As regards clause 6 of the Bill we are opposed to the inclusion of 
Cashier-Contractor in sub-clause (b) of the proviso. Firstly, over-
whelming majority of the banks do not employ this Cashier-Con-
tractor. Secondly, the system of employing Cashier-Contractor ope-
rates against the interest of the industry and breeds corruption. A 
Cashier-Contractor, as we understand, is employed by a bank on the 
basis of commission. He guarantees operational losses to the bank 
and in return the bank employs his nominees in the cash department. 
To the best of our knowledge, no operational loss is paid by the 
Cashier-Contractor from his pocket. On the other hand, it is recover-
ed from the employees by the Cashier-Contractor where he exists 
and by the bank where he does not. Cashier-Contractor is paid the 
commission and the employee is to bear the loss. Apart from this 
unilateral benefit to the Cashier-Contractor, the Cashier-Contractor 
himself becomes a vehicle of fraud and mal-practices in the bank 

(v;~ 



(vli) 

concerned. Usual1y~ he is a businessman and by virtue of his being 
a Cashier-Contractor he commands more influence with the authori-
ties of the bank and their advances. Moreover, the Godown-Keeper 
as an employee of the Cash Department is a nominee of the Cashier-
Contractor and is, therefore, subject to his control. This position is 
utilised and frauds are committed. It is also reported that bribes 
are taken by the Cashier-Contractor from the prospective employees. 
Instead of taking steps to abolish this already dying system the 
amending Bill is giving a premium to the employment of this Cash-
ier-Contractor. 

Sub-Clause (2) of Clause 6 seeks to allow the Contractor of any 
Banking Company to become a Contractor of any bank registered 
under Sec. 25 of the Companies Act, 1956. The Banks registered 
under this section are meant "for promoting commerce, art, science, 
religion, charity or any other useful object." Even though the profits 
of these companies are not to be distributed as dividends and are 
instead intended to be employed in promoting these objects; it is a 
fact that even these companies do business in order to earn profits. 
It is, therefore, objectionable that a banking company and such com-
panies under Sec. 25 of the Companies Act be locked together 
through the same person operating in~both. We, therefore, seriously 
object to this amendment and seek its omission. 

Incidentally, while we welcome sub-clause (a) of the proviso that 
is sought to be added to sub-section (1) of the principal Act (Clause 
6 of the Bill), we plead that it be given retrospective effect. 

Coming to Clause 10 of the Bill which seeks to amend section 15 
of the Principal Act, we feel this is a retrograde step permitting 
banking companies a greater scope for distributing dividends and 
bonus shares. A banking company is radically different from an 
industrial establishment. The shareholders of a banking company 
hardly own two to three percent of the working capital of the bank. 
The bulk of the funds on which a banking company operates and 
which bring so called profits to the banking companies come from the 
depositors who have no say in the management of the banking com-
pany. It is, therefore, imperative that dividends are restricted 
rather than allowing greate,r scope for distributing dividends and 
bonus shares. Moreover, profit of a banking company could go to 
enhance the liquid reserves of the bank and be utilised for financing 
our developing economy instead of being distributed to this small 
group of shareholders. We do not see any reason for enlarging the 
scope of distributing dividends, when the trend in the country is of 
rising profits in the banks. 
1415 LS-2. 



(viii.) 

We very: strongly feel that this amendment should· be rejected: by 
the Houses of Parliament and the issue of bonus sharesshouId be 
prohibited. We regret that the amending Bill is not only allowing 
increased dividends for the few but is also seeking to regularise.such 
irregularly distributed dividends in the past through clause 3 of· the 
amending Bill. 

Then we come to the amendment which seeks to provide for 
winding up a banking company. Her~ we wish to emphatically 
point out that a banking company is established only after the Re-
serve Bank approves its establishment. The Reserve Bank regularly 
inspects the banking company and guides its operations. We, there-
fore, fail to understand why the depositors are to unilaterally st,Ufer 
if a bank is wound up. We, therefore, propose that just as Govern-
ment and the Reserve Bank have been empowered to permit the esta-
blishment of a bank and supervise its operations they should have 
statutory powers to amalgamate banks working unsatisfactorily suffi-
ciently in time and not allow them to degenerate further and create 
a ground for their winding up. We insist on this also because at 
every stage it is the Reserve Bank which exercises control over the 
banks and which is in know of the things happening in the banks 
and the depositors are kept all along in the dark. In fact, the depo-
sitors are attracted to the bank because of the confidence arising out 
of the control of the Reserve Bank. 

We commend our views to both the Houses of Parliament. 

S. M. BANERJEE. 
NEW DELHI; V. P. NAYAR. 

Dated the 15th July, 1959. CHINTAMANI PANIGRAHI. 
RAJ BAHADUR GOUR. 



Bill No. I2B of 1259 

THE BANKING COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) 
BILL, 1959 

lAs AMENDED BY THE JOINT COMMITI'U) 

(Words side-lined or underlined indicate the amendments 
suggested by the Committee; asterisks indicate omissions) 

A 

BILL 

further to amend the Banking Companie. Act, 1949. 

BE it enacted by Parliament in .the Tenth Year of the Republic 
of India as follows:~ 

1. (1) This Act may be called the Banking Companies (Amend- Short tide 
ment) Act, 1959. and com-

mOlJCCJDCllt. 
~ (2) It shall come into force on such date as the Central Govern-

ment may, by notification in the Official Gazette, appoint. 

Z. In section 5 of the Banking Companies Act, 1949 (hereinafter Amendment 
referred to as the principal Act), in sub-section (1) ,- of aectioo S· 

10 (i) after clause (c), the following clause shall be inserted, 
namely:-

'(cc) "branch" or "branch office", in relation to a bank-
ing company, means any branch ·or branch office, whether 
called a pay office or sub-pay office or by any other name, at 
which deposits are received, cheques cashed or moneys lent, 

IS and for the purposes of section 35 includes any place of 
business where any other form of business referred to in sub-
section (1) of section g is transacted;'; 



2 

(ii) for clause (d), the following clause shall be substituted, 
namely:-

• (d) "company" means any company as defined in section 
3 of the Companies Act, 1956; and includes a foreign com-
pany within the meaning of section 591 of that Act;'; 
(iii) for clause (h), the following clause shall be substituted, 

namely:-

S 

• (h) "managing director", in relation to a banking com-
pany, means a director who. by virtue of an agreement with 
the banking company or of a resolution passed by the bank- 10 
ing company in general meeting or by its Board of directors 
or, by virtue of its memorandum or articles of association, is 
entrusted with the management of the whole, or substan-
tially the whole of the affairs of the company, and includes 
a director occupying the position of a managing director, by IS 
whatever name called;'; 
(iv) clauses (i), (k) and (m) shall be omitted; 
(v) after clause (n), the following clause shall be insm;ect, 

namely:-
" (0) all other words and expressions used herein but 20 

I of 19,6. 

not defined and defined in the Companies Act, 1956, shall J of 19,6. 
have the meanings respectively assigned to them in that 

lnsertion cf 
new section 
5A. 
AK:t to over-

Act". 
3. In Part I of the principal Act, after section 5, the following 

section Shan be inserted, namely:- 2.5 
ride memo- "5A. Save as otherwise expressly provided in this Act,-
randum, 
articles, etc. (a) the provisions of this Act shall have effect notwith-

standing anything to the contrary contained in the memo-
randum or articles of a banking company, or in any agree-
ment executed by it, or in any resolution passed by the bank- 30 
ing company in general meeting or by its Board of directors, 
whether the same be registered, executed or passed, as 
the case may be, before or after the commencement of the 
Banking Companies (Amendment) Act, 1959; and 

(b) any provision contained in the memorandum, 35 
articles, agreement or resolution aforesaid shall, to the 
extent to which it is repugnant to the provisions of this Act, 
become or be void, as the case may be.". 

Amf endmu CiD6t 4. In section 6 of the principal Act, in clause (b) of sub-section 
OHCOI1. • (1), for the words "managmg agent", the words "managing agent or 4D 

secretary and treasurer" shall be substituted. 
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S. In section 7 of the principal Act, for the proviso, the following ~lDel\l 
proviso shall be substituted, namely:- on ,. 

''Provided that nothing in this section shall apply to-

(a) a subsidiary of a banking company formed for one 
5 or more of the purposes mentioned in sub-section (1) of 

section 19 whose name indicates that it is a subsidiary of 
that banking company; 

lof 1956. 10 

IS 

20 

30 

lof1PS6. 3S 

(b) any association of banks formed for the protection 
of their mutual interests and registered under section 25 of 
the Companies Act, 1956.". 

6. In section 10 of the principal Act,-
(a) in sub-section (1) ,-

(i) in clause (b), for the proviso to sub-clause (ii), the 
following proviso shall be substituted, narnely:-

"Provided that nothing contained in this sub-clause 
shall apply to the payment by a banking company of-

(a) any bonus in pursuance of a settlement or 
award arrived at or made under any law relating to 
industrial disputes or in accordance with any scheme 
framed by such banking company or in accordance 
with the usual practice prevailing in banking 
business; 

(b) any commission to any broker (including 
guarantee broker), cashier-contractor, clearing and 
forwarding agent, auctioneer or any other person. 
employed by the banking company under a contract 
otherwise than as a regular member of the staff of 
the company; or"; 
(Ii) in clause (c), for sub-clause (i). the following sub-

clause shall be substituted, namely:-
"(I) who is a director of any other company not 

being-
(4) a subsidiary of the banking company, or 
(b) a company registered under section 25 of the 

Companies Act, 1956: 
Provided that the prohibition in this sub-clause shall 

not apply in respect of any sueh direetor for a temporary 

AmendmeDl 
of ,don 10 



Amcndmen\ 
of HcOon II 
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period not exceeding three months or such further period 
not exceeding nine months as the Reserve Bank may 
allow; or"; -

(b) for sub-section (3), the following sub-sections shall be 
substituted, namely: - S 

" (3) Where a person holding the office of Ii chairmen 
or director or manager or chief executive officer (by what-
ever name called) of a banking company is, or has been 
found by any tribunal or other authority (other than a crimi-
neal court) to have contravened the provision of any Jaw 10 
and the Reserve Bank is satisfied that the cont1'8vE"ntion is 
of such a nature that the association of such person with the 
banking company is or will be detrimental to the interests 
of the banking company or its depositors or otherwise 
undesirable, the Reserve Bank mBy make an order that that 15 
person shall cease to hold the office with effect from such 
date as may be specified therein and thereupon, that office 
shall, with effect from the said date, become vacant. 

(4) Any order made under sub-section (3) in respect of 
any person may e1so provide that he shall not, without the 20 
previous permission of the Reserve Bank in writing, in any 
way, directly or indirectly, be concerned with, or take part 
in the management of; the banking company or any other 
banking company for such period not exceeding five years as 
may be specified in the order. 25 

(5) No order under sub-section (3) shell be made in 
respect of any person unless he has been given an oppor-
tunity of making a representation to the Reserve Bank 
against the proposed order: 

Provided that it shall not be necessary to give any such 30 
opportunity if, in the opinion of the Reserve Bank, any delay 
would be detrimental to the interests of the banking com-
pany or its depositors. 

(6) Any decision or order of the Reserve Bank made 
under· this section shall be final for all purposes.". 35 

7. In section 11 of the principal Act,-
(i) in sub-section (1), for the words . "unless it has paid-up 

capital and reserves of such aggregate value as is herein-
after required by this section", the words "unless it complies· 
with such of the requirements of this section as are applicable 40 
to it" shall 'be substituted; 
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(ii) for sub-section (2), the following sub-section shall be 
.ub.tituted, namely:-

"(2) In the case of a banking company incorporated 
outside India-

S (a) the aggregate value of its paid-up capital and 
reserves shall not be less than fifteen lakhs of rupees 
and if it has a place or places of business in the city of 
Bombay or Calcutta or both, twenty lakhs of rupees; and 

(b) the banking company shall deposit and keep 
10 deposited ~th the Reserve Bank either in cash or in the 

form of unencumbered approved securities or partly in 
cash and partly in the form of such securities an amount 
which shall not be less than the minimum required by 
clause (a): 

IS Provided that any such banking company.may at any 
time replace-

(i) any securities so deposited by cash or by any 
other unencumbered approved securities or partly by 
cash and partly by other such securities, so however, 

20 that the total amount deposited is not affected; 
(ii) any cash so deposited by unencumbered approv-

ed securities of an equal value."; 
(iii) in sub-section (4), the words "the proviso to" shall be 

omitted; 
25 (tv) for sub-section (5), the following sub~ection shall be 

30 

substituted, namely:-
• (5) For the purposes of this section,-

(a) "place of business" means any oftlce, sub-oftlce, 
sub-pay office and any place of business at which 
deposits are received, cheques cashed or moneys lent; 

(b) ''value'' means to real or exchangeable value, 
and not the nominal value which may be shown in the 
books of the banking company concerned.'. 

8. In section 12 of the principal Act, in sub-section (2), after the Ame~men1 
35.words "exercise voting rights", the words "on poll" shall be inserted. ofscctaon u 

40 

•. After section 14 of the principal Act, the following section shall Insertion: of 
be inserted namely' _ new section , • 14A. 

"14A. (1) Notwithstanding anything contained in section 6. Prohibition 
no banking company shall create 'a 'fioating .charge on the under- ~~:;ti~~ 
taking or any property of the company or any part thereof, unless •• te. 
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the creation of such floating charge is certified in writing by the 
Reserve Bank as not being detrimental to the interests of the 
depositors of such company. 

(2) Any such charge created without obtaining the certificate 
of the Reserve Bank shall be invalid. 

(3) Any banking company aggrieved by the refusal of a 
certificate under sub~ection (1) may, within ninety days from 
the date on which such refusal is communicated to it, appeal to 
the Central Government. 

It 

, 

(4) The decision of the Central Government where an appeal let 
has been preferred to it under sub-section (3) or of the Reserve 
Bank where no such appeal has been preferred shall be finaL". 

Amendme1'lt 10. Section 15 of the principal Act shall be re-numbered as sub-
of section 1$. section (1) thereof, and after sub-section (1) as so re-numbered, the 

Subititution 
of new 
ICCtiODi for 
lCCtionl17 
and 18. 

following sub-section shall be inserted, namely:- IS 

"(2) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in 
sub-section (1) or in the Companies Act, 1956, a banking COIn- I of 1956. 
pany may pay dividends on its shares without writing oft-

(i) the depreciation, if any, in the value of its invest-
ments in approved securities in any case where such depre- M 
ciation has not actually been capitalised 01" otherwise 
accounted for as a loss; 

(ii) the depreciation, if any, in the value of its invest-
ments in shares, debentures or bonds (other than approved 
securities) in any case where adequate provision for such zs 
depreciation has been made to the satisfaction of the auditor 
of the banking company; 

(iii) the bad debts, if any, in any case where adequate 
provision far such debts has been made to the satisfaction of 
the auditor of the banking company.". J. 

11. For sections 17 and 18 of the principal Act, the following sec-
tions shall be substituted, namely:-

'17. (1) Every banking company incorporated in India shall 
create a reserve fund and unle81 the amount in such fund together 
with the amount in the share premium account is not less than JS 
its paid-up capital, shall, out of the balance of profit of each year 
as disclosed in the profit and loss account prepared under section 
29 and before any dividend is declared, transfer to the reserve 
fund a sum equivalent to not less than twenty per cent. of luch 
proftt. 40 



of 1881. 
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7 
(2) Where a banking company appropriates any sum or 

sums from the reserve fund or the share premium account, it 
shall, within twenty-one days from the date of such appropria-
tion, report the fact to the Reserve Bank, explaining the circums-

5 tances relating to such appropriation: 

10 

20 

Provided that the Reserve Bank may, in any particular case, 
extend the said period of twenty-one days by such period as it 
thinks fit or condone any delay in the making of such report. 

18. Every banking company, not being a scheduled bank, shall Cash reserve. 
maintain in India, by way of cash reserve with itself or in current 
account opened with the Reserve Bank or the State Bank of India 
or any other bank notified by the Central Government in this 
behalf or partly in cash with itself and partly in such account or 
accounts, a sum equivalent to at least two per cent. of its time 
liabilities in India and five per cent. of its demand liabilities in 
India, and shall submit to the Reserve Bank before the fifteenth 
day of every month a return showing the amount so held on 
Friday of each week of the preceding month with particulars of 
its time and demand liabilities in India on each such Friday, or, 
if any such Friday is a public holiday under the Negotiable 
Instruments Act, 1881, at the close of business on the preceding 
working day. 

Explanation.-In this section and in section 24, "liabilities in 
India" shall not include-

2S (a) the paid-up capital or the reserves or any credit 

30 

balance in the profit and loss account of the banking 
company; 

(b) any advance taken from the Reserve Bank or from 
the State Bank of India or from the Refinance Corporation 
for Industry (Private) Limited, or from any bank notified by 
the Central Government under clause (c) of the Explana-
tion to sub-section (1) of section 42 of the Reserve Bank of 
India Act, 1934.'. 

12. In section 19 of the principal Act, in sub-section (1), after the Amendment 
35 words "Reserve Bank,", the words "the carrying on of the business of of tee:tion 19. 

banki:llg exclusively outside India, orll Shan be inserted 

13. In section 22 of the principal Act,- Amendment 
(i) for sub-section (1), the following sub-section shall be of section 2a 

substituted, namely:-
"(I) Save as hereinafter provided, no company shall 

carry on banking business in India unless it holds a licence 
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issued in that behalf by the Reserve Bank and any such 
licence may be issued subject to such conditions as the 
Reserve Bank may think fit to impose."; 

(ii) in sub-section (2), in the first proviso, for the words, 
brackets and figure "sub-section (2) ", the words "this section" 5 
shall be substituted; 

(iii) in sub-section (3), for clauses (a) and (b), the follow-
ing clauses shall be substituted, namely:-

•• (a) that the company is or will be in a position to pay 
its present or future depositors in full as their cleims accrue; 10 

(b) that the affairs of the company are not being. or are 
not likely to be conducted in a manner detrimental to the 
interests of its present or future depositors;"; 

(iv) for sub-sections (4) and (5), the following sub-sections 
shall be substituted, namely:- IS 

" (4) The Reserve Bank may cancel a licence granted to 
a banking company under this section-

(i) if the company ceases to carry on banking busi-
ness in India· • .; or 

(ii) if the company at any time fails to comply with 20 
any of the conditions imposed upon it under sub-section 
(1); or 

(iii) if at any time, any of the conditions referred to 
in sub-section (3) is not fulfilled: 

Provided that before cancelling a licence under clause 2S 
(ii) or clause (iii) of this sub-section on the ground that thE' 
banking company has failed to comply with or has failed to 
fulfil any of the conditions referred to therein, the Reserve 
Bank, unless it is of opinion that the delay will be prejudicial 
to the interests of the company's depositors or the public, 30 

shall grant to the company on such terms as it may specify, 
an opportunity of taking the necessary steps for complying 
with or fulfilling such condition. 

(5) Any banking company aggrieved by the decision of 
the Reserve Bank cancelling a licence under this section may. 3S 
within thirty days from the date on which such decision is 
communicated to it, appeal to the Central G:ovemment. . 

-(6) The decision. of' the Central Government where an 
appeal· has been preferred to it under sub-section '(5) or of 
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20 
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9 
the Reserve :Bank where no such appeal has been preferreci 
shall be final.". 

14. For section 23 of the principal Act. the following section shall Substitution 
, of new sec-

be substituted, namely:- tion for 

'23, (1) Without obtaining the prior pennission 
Reserve Bank-

section 23. 
of the Restrictions 

on opening 
of new, and 

, f b ' tra.lsfer of (a) no banking company shall open a new place 0 USI- eXIsting. 
ness in India or change otherwise than within the same city, plac:es 01 

'II th 1 t' f ' t' 1 f b' busIness. town or VI age, e oca Ion 0 an eXls mg pace 0 usmess 
situated in India; and 

(b) no banking company incorporated in India shall 
open a new place of business outside India or change, other-
wise than within the same city, town or village in any 
country or area outside India, the location of an existing 
place of business situated in that country or area: 

Provided that nothing in this sub-section shall apply to the 
opening for a period not exceeding one month of a temporary 
place of business within a city, town or village or the environs 
thereof within which the banking company already has a place 
of business, for the purpose of affording banking facilities to the 
public on the occasion of an exhibition, a conference or a mela 
or any other like occasion, ' 

(2) Before granting any permission under this section, the 
Reserve Bank may require to be satisfied by an inspection under 
section 35 or otherwise as to the financial condition and history 
of the company, the general character of its management, the 
adequacy of its capital structure and earning prospects and that 
public interest will be served by the opening or, as the case may 
be, change of location, of the place of business. 

(3) The Reserve Bank may grant permission under sub-
section (1) subject to such conditions as it may think fit to impose 
either generally or with reference to any particular case, 

(4) Where, in the opinion of the Reserve Bank, a banking 
company has, at any time, failed to comply with any of the con-
ditions imposed on it under this section, the Reserve Bank may, 
by order in writing and after affording reasonable opportunity 
to the banking company f' . showing cause against the action 
proposed to be taken . • it, revoke any permission granted 
under this section. 

595 LS-a 



Amendment 
of section 
24· 

Amendment 
of section 
2S. 

10 

(5) For the purposes of this section "place of business" in-
cludes any sub-office, pay office, sub-pay office and any p]ace of 
business at which deposits are received, cheques cashed or 
moneys lent *'" '" .'. 

15. In section 24 of the principal AC,t,- 5 

(i) in sub-section (1) ,-

(a) after the words "shall maintain", the words "in 
India" shall be inserted; 

(b) for the Explanation, the following Explanation 
shall be'substituted, namely:- 10 

<Explanation.-For the purposes of this section, 
"unencumbered approved securities" ,of a banking com-
pany shall include its approved securities lodged with 
another institution for an advance or any other credit 
arrangement to the extent to which such securities have IS 
not been drawn against or availed of.'; 

(ii) for sub-section (2), the following sub-section sh:.ll be 
substituted, namely:-

.. (2) In computing the amount for the purposes of sub-
section (1), the deposit required under sub-section (4:) of 20 
section 11 to be made with the Reserve Bank by a banking 
company incorporated outside India and any , balances 
maintained in India by a banking company in current 
account with the Reserve Bank or the State Bank of India or 
with any othel bank which may be notified in this behalf 25 
by the Central Government, including in the case of a 
scheduled bank the balance required under, section 42 of 
the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934, to be so maintained, ;z ,,( 1934· 
shall be deemecl to be cash maintained in India."; 
(iii) in sub-section (3), after the words "its time and demand 30 

liabilities", the words "in India" shall be inserted. 

16. In section 25 of the principal Act,-

(i) for sub-sections (1) and (2), the following sub-sections 
shall be substituted, namely:-

., (1) The assets in India of every ,banking company at 3S 
the close of business on the last Friday of every quarter or, 
if that Friday is a public holiday under the Negotiable 
Instruments Act, ] 881, at the close of the business on the 26 of IS81. 
preceding working day, shall 110t be less than seventy-five 
per cent. of its demand and time liabilities in India. 40 
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(2) Every banking company shall, within one month 
from the end of every quarter, submit to the Reserve Bank 
a return in the prescribed form and manner of the assets 
and liabilities referred to in sub-section (1) as at the close 
of business on the last Friday of the previous quarter, or, 
if that Friday is a public holiday under the Negotiable 
Instruments Act, 1881, at the close of business on the preced-
ing working day."; 

(ii) in sub-section (3). clause (b) shall be re-Iettered as 
JO clause (c), and the following shall be inserted as clause (b), 

namely:-

I (b) "liabilities in India" shall not include the paid-up 
capital or the reserves or any credit balance in the profit 
and loss account of the banking company;'. 

IS 17. In section 27 of the principal Act, in sub-section (2), for the Amendment 
words "the classification of advances and investments of banking of section 

f . d 27. companies In respect 0 In ustry, commerce and agriculture", the 
words "the investments of a banking company and the classification 
of its advances in respect of industry, commerce and agriculture" 

20 shall be substituted. 

35 

18. In section 28 of the principal Act, for the words and figures Amendment 
"under section 27", the words "under this Act" shall be substituted. ~~. section 

19. In section 32 of the principal Act, for sub-section (1), the Am..ndment 
following sub-section shalL be substituted, namely:- (,f section 

32. 

"(1) Where a banking company in any year furnishes its 
accounts and balance sheet in accordance with the provisions 
of section 31, it shall at the same time send to the regi~trar 
three copies of such accounts and balance sheet and of the 
auditor's report, and where such copies are so sent, it shall not 
be necessary to file with the registrar, in the case of a public 
company, copies of the accounts and balance sheet and of the 
auditor's report, and, in the case of a private company, copies 
of the balance sheet and of the auditor's report as required by 
sub-section (1) of section 220 of the Companies Act, 1956; and 
the copies so sent shall be chargeable with the same fee and 
shall be dealt with in all respects as if they were filed in accor-
dance with that section.". 



Amendment 
of section 
35. 

Amendment 
of 8cc:tion 
3~B. 

Amendment 
,If section 36 

ZOo To section 35 of the principal Act, the following Explanation 
shall be added, namely:-

'Explanation.-For the purposes of this section, the expres-
sion "banking company" shall include-

(i) in the case of a banking company incorporated out-' 
side India, all its branches in India; and 

(ii) in the case of a banking company incorporated in 
India- • • 

(a) all its subsidiaries formed for the purpose of 
carrying on ihe business of banking exclusively outside 10 

Iiidia; and 
(b) ell its branches whether situated in India or 

outside India. 

21. In section 35B of the principal Act,-

(i) in clause (a) of sub-section (1), for the words "mane-g- 15 
ing or whole-time director or of a director not liable to retire by 
rotation", the w,ords "managing director or any other director, 
whole-time or otherwise" shall be substituted; 

(ii) to sub-section (1). the following Explanation shall be 
added, namely:- 20 

"Explanation.-For the purposes of this sub-section, any 
provision conferring any benefit or providing any amenity 
or perquisite, in whatever form, whether during or after the 
termination of the term of office of the manager or the 
chief executive officer by whatever name called or the 25 
managing director, or any other director, whole-time or 
otherwise, shall be deemed to be a provision relating to his 
remuneration."; 
(iii) in sub-section (2), for the words, brackets and figures 

"apply to a banking company after the commencement of the 30 

Banking Companies (Amendment) Act, 1956", the following 
shall be substituted, namely:-

"apply to any matter in respect of which the approval 
of the Reserve Bank has to be obtained under sub-section 
(1)". 35 

22. In section 36 of the principal Act, in clause (b) of sub-section 
(1); for the figures "45", the figures and letter "44A" shall be substi-

, I ' "'-;:'1''''' tuted. • ..• ';> . .", J, i" I 

PS of 1950. 
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20 

13 

23. In PART II of the priricipal Act, after section 36. the following Insertion of 
section shall be inserted, namely:- new section 

~6 A. 
u36A. (1) The provisions of section 11, sub-section (1) of C:e!1ain pro-
. 2 d . h VISions of the sectIon 1 ,an sectIons 17, 18, 24 and 25 s all not apply to a Act not to 

banking company- a~ply to ~r
tam bankmJ 

(a) which, whether before or after the commencement 
of the Banking Companies (Amendment) Act, 1959, has 
been refused a licence under section 22, or prohibited from 
accepting fresh deposits by a compromise, arrangement or 
scheme sanctioned by a court or by any order made in any 
proceeding relating to such compromise, arrangement 01' 
scheme, or prohibited from accepting deposits by virtue of 
any alteration made in its memorandum; or 

(b) whose licence has been cancelled under section 22, 
whether before or after the commencement of the Banking 
Companies (Amendment) Act, 1959· 

(2) Where the Reserve Bank is satisfied that any such 
banking company as is referred to in sub-section (1) has repaid, 
or has made adequate provision for repaying all deposits accept-
ed by the banking company, either in full or to the maximum 
extent possible, the Reserve Bank may, by notice published in 
the Official Gazette, notify that the banking company has ceased 
to be a banking company within the meaning of this Act, and 
thereupon all the provisions of this Act applicable to such bank-
ing company shall cease to apply to it, except as respects things 
done or omitted to be done before such notice.". 

companies. 

24. Section 36A of the principal Act shall be re-numbered 
section 36B. 

as Amendment 
of section 
36A• 

25. In section 37 of the principal Act, after sub-section (3), the Amendment 
of section 30 following sub-section shall be inserted, namely: - 37. 

3S 

"(4) Where the Reserve Bank is satisfied that the affairs 
of a banking company in respect of which an order under sub-
section (1) has been made, are being conducted in a manner 
detrimental to the interests of the depositors, it may make an 
application to the High Court for the winding up of the com-
pany, and where any such application is made, the High Court 
shall not make any order extending the period for which the 
commencement or continuance of all actions and proceedings 
against the company were stayed under that sub-section.". 
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Substitution 26. For section 38 of the principal ACt, the following section 
o.f new sec- shall be substituted, namely:-
tlon for sec- . 
tion 38. 

Winding up 
by High 
Court. 

"38. (1) Notwithstanding anything contained in section 391, 
section 392, section 433 and section 583 of the Companies Act, I of 19'16 
1956, but without prejudice to its powers under sub-section (1) S 
of section 37 of this Act, the High Court shall order the winding 
up of a banking company-

«t) if the banking company is unable to pay its debts; 
or 

(b) if an application for its winding up has been made 10 
by the Reserve Bank under section 37 or this section. 

(2) The Reserve Bank shall make an application under this 
section for the winding up of a banking company if it is directed 
so to do by an order under clause (b) of sub-section (4) of 
section 35. IS 

(3) The Reserve Bank may make an application und8l' this 
section for the winding up of a banking company-

(a.) if the banking company-

(i) has failed to comply with the 
specified in section 11; or 

requiremen ts 

(ii) has by reason of the provIsions of section 22 
become disentitled to carryon banking business in 
India; or 

20 

(iii) has been prohibited from receivin:: fresh depo-
sits by an order under clause (a.) of sub-secti~'n (4) of 2S 
section 35 or under clause (b) of sub-section ('1A) of 
section 42 of the Reserve Bank of India Act. : :;34; or 2 of 1934. 

(iv) having failed to comply with any- requirement 
of this Act other than the requirements laid down in 
section 11, has continued such failure, or, having contra- 30 

vened any provi!'ion of this Act has continued such 
contravention beyond such period or periods as may be 
specified in that behalf by the Reserve Bank from time 
to time, after notice in writing of such failure or con-
travention has been conveyed to the banking company; 35. 
or 
(b) if in the opinion of the Reserve Bank-

(i) a compromise or arrangement sanctioned by 



of 19,6. 

f 1956. 

f 1956. 

IS 
a Court in respect of the banking company cannot be 
worked satisfactorily with or without modifications; or 

(ii) the returns, statements or information furnish-
ed to it under or in pursuance of the provisions of this 
Act disclose that the banking company is unable to pay 
its debts; or 

(iii) the continuance of the banking company is 
prejudicial to the interests of its depositors. 

(4) Without prejudice to the provisions contained in sec-
10 tion 434 of the Companies Act, 1956, a banking company shall 

be deemed to be unable to pay its debts if it has refused to meet 
any lawful demand made at any of its offices or branches within 
two working days, if such demand' is made at a place where 
there is an office, branch or agency of the Reserve Bank, or 

15 within five working days, if such demand is made elsewhere, 
and if the Reserve Bank certifies in writing that the banking 
company is unable to pay its debts. 

(5) A copy of every application made by the Reserve Bank 
under sub-section (1) shall be sent by the Reserve Bank to the 

20 registrar.". 
27. In section 39 of the principal Act, for the words and figures Amend~nt 

"in section 448", the words and figures "in section 448 or section 449" ~~. section 
shall be sub3tituted. 

28. After section 39 of the principal Act, the following section Insertion of 
new sectiun 2S shall be inserted, namely:- ~9A. 

'39A. (1) All the provisions of the Companies Act, 1956, ArPP,!!cation 
1 . l"d' f th t . . 0 u.)mpan-re atlng to a lqUl ator, In so ar as ey are no inconsistent ies Act to 

with this Act, shall apply to or in relation to a liquidator Ii;juidatorl. 
appointed under section 38A or section 39. 

30 (2) Any reference to the "official liquidator" in this Part 
and Part IliA shall be construed as including a reference to 
any liqUidator of a banking company.'. 

29. In section 43A of the principal Act, in sub-section (1), after Arend,ment 
the words II have been made,", the words "or adequate provision to ~'l:ctlon 

3S the satisfaction of the High Court for such payments has been 

40 

made," shall be inserted. 
30. For section 44 of the prinCipal Act, the follOWing 

shall be substituted, namely:-
section Suhstit,Jtion 

of new sec-
tion fo~ sec-
tion 44. 

"44. (1) NotWithstanding anything to the contrary contain- Powers of 
ed in section 484 of the Companies Act, 1956. no banking com- ~ighl Court 

• ID vo untary 
pany may be voluntarily wound up unless the Reserve Bank windinl up. 
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t!ertifies in writing that the company is able to pay in full and its 
debts to its creditors as they accrue. 

(2) The High Court may, in any case where a banking 
company is being wound up voluntarily, make an order that 
the voluntary winding up shall continue, but subject to the 5 
supervision of the court. 

(3) Without prejudice to the pl'ovisions contained in sec-
tions 441 and 521 of the Companies Act, 1956, the High Court lof 1956. 
may of its own motion and shall on the application of the 
Reserve Bank, order the winding up of a banking company by 10 
the High Court in any of the following cases, namely:-

(a) where the banking company is being wound up 
voluntarily and at any stage during the voluntary winding 
up proceedings the company is not able to meet its debts as 
they accrue; or 15 

(b) where the banking company is being wound up 
voluntarily or is being wound up subject to the supervision 
of the court and the High Court is satisfied that the volun-
tary winding up or winding up subject to the superyision of 
the court cannot be continued without detriment to the 20 
interests of the depositors.". 

31. Section 45K of the principal Act shall be omitted. 

32. In section 450 of the principal Act, in sub-section (2), after 
the words "accrual of such claims", the words "or five years from the 
date of the first appointment of the liquidator, whichever is longer" 25 
shall be inserted. 

33. In section 46 of the principal Act,-
(i) in sub-section (2), for the words "five hundred rupees", 

the words "two thousand rupees" and for the words "tifty 
rupees", the words "one hundred rupees" shall be substituted; 30 

(ii) for sub-section (4), the foHowing sub-section shall be 
subst'iiUted, namely:-

"(4) If any other provision of this Act is contravened or 
if any default is made in complying with any requirement 
of this Act or of any order, rule or direction made or condi- 35 
tion imposed thereunder, every director, liqUidator and other 
officer of the company and any other person who is know-
ingly a party to the contravention or default shall be punish-
able with fine which may extend to two thousand rupees, and 
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where a contravention or default is a continuing one, with a 
further fine which may extend to one hundred rupees for 
every day during which such contravention or default conti-
nues."; 

(iii) sub-section (5) shall be omitted. 

34. In section 49 of the principal Act, for the words, figures &ncf n~t b k · 0 section rae ets and letters "sections 90, 165 and 255, clauses (a) and (b) of 49. 
sub-section (1) of section 293 and sections 300 and 416 of the Com-

J of 1956. panies Act, 1956", the following shall be substituted, namely:-

10 "sections 90, 165, 182, 204 and 255, clauses (a) and (b) of sub-
section (1) of section 293 and sections 300, 384 and 416 of the 

1 of 1956' Companies Act, 1956". 

I of 1956. 

I of 1956. 

a of 1934. 

35. After section 49 of the principal Act, the following sections Insertion of 
shall be inserted, namely:- new sections 49A, 49B 

and 4S1C. 
IS "49A. No person other than a banking company, the Reser"'e Restriction 

Bank, the State Bank of India or any other banking institution ~~:=c~f 
notified by the Central Government in this behalf shall accept d~~8it8 bl 
from the public deposits of money withdrawable by cheque: :; ch~~:. e 

Provided that nothing contained in this section shall apply 
20 to any savings bank scheme run by the Government. 

30 

35 

49B. Notwithstanding anything contained in section 21 of Ch8nat of 
the Companies Act, 1956, the Central Government shall not ~:nbY 8 

signify its approval to the change of name of any banking com- comp':y. 
pany unless the Reserve Bank certifies in writing that it has no 
objection to such change. 

49C. Notwithstanding anything contained in the Companies Alteration of 
Act, 1956, no application for the confirmation of the alteration of rn;mb~:: 
the memorandum of a banking company shall be maintainable ~Z:PIDY. 
unless the Reserve Bank certifies that there is no objection to 
such alteration.". 

36. In section 42 of the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934, in the Amcn~mCDt 
Explanation to sub-section (1), for clause (c), the following clause ~~ ::'Te:!. 
shall be substituted, namely:- Irndvc.Ba~ of '8 no;t. 

• (c) "liabilities" shall not include the paid-up capital or the 1934. 
reserves or any credit balance in the profit and loss account of 
the bank or the amount of ~ny loan taken from the Bank or 
from the Refinance Corporation for Industry (Private) Limited, 
or from the State Bank or from any other bank notified by th.-
Central Government in this behalf.'. 

S9sLS-3 



APPENDIX I 

(Vide Para 2 of the Report) 

Motion in the Lok Sabha for reference of the Bm to Joint Committee 

"That the Bill further to amend the Banking Companies Act, 1949, 
be referred to a Joint Committee of the Houses consisting of 45 mem· 
bers; 30 from this House, namely:-

1. Shri C. R. Pattabhi Raman 
2. Shri S. Osman Ali !{han 
3. Shrimati Sangam Laxmi Bai 
4. Shri Koilash Pati Sinha 
5. Shri Bhola Raut 
6. Shri Chandra Shankar 
7. Shri Suriya Prasad 
8. Shri Liladhar Joshi 
9. Shri P. Subbiah Ambalam 

10. Shri S. M. Siddiah 
11. Shri Hem Raj 
12. Shri Herish Chandra Mathur 
13. Pandit Krishna Chandra Sharma 
14. Seth Achal Singh 
15. Shri Raja Ram Misra 
16. Shri S. Hansda 
17. Shri Prafulla Chandra Borooah 
18. Shri Umrao Singh 
19. Shri Kamal Krishna Das 
20. Shri B. R. Bhag\'it 
21. Shri K. G. Deshmukh 
22. Shri V. P. Nayar 
23. Shri Chintamani Panigrahi 
24. Shri Khushwaqt Rai 
25. Shri Motisinh Bohadursinh Thakore 
26. Shri Karsandas Parmar 

19 
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27. Shri Premji R. Assar 
28. Shri Prakash Vir Shastri 
29. Shri S~ M. Banerjee, and 
30. Shri Morarji Desai 

and 15 members from Rajya Sabhe.; 

that in order to constitute a sitting of the Joint Committee the 
quorum shall be one-third of the total number of members of the 
Joint Committee; 

that the Committee shall make a report to this House by the last 
day of the first week of the next session; 

that in other respects the Rules of Procedure of this House relat-
ing to Parliamentary Committees will apply with such variations and 
modifications as the Speaker may make; and 

. that this House recommends to Rajya Sabha that Rajya Sabha do 
join the seid Joint Committee and communicate to this House the 
names of members to be appointed by Rajya Sabha to the' Joint 
Committee." 



APPENDIX II 

(Vide Para 3 of the Report) 
Motion in the Rejya Sabha 

"That this House concurs in the recommendation of the Lok Sabha 
that the Rejya Sabha do join in the Joint Committee of the Houses 
on the Bill further to amend the Banking Companies Act, 1949, and 
resolves that the following members of the Rajya Sabha be nominated 
to serve on the said Joint Committee:-

1. Shri Tarkeshwar Pande 
2. Shri P. S. Rajagopal Naidu 
3. Shrimati Sharda Bhargava 
4. Shri M. Govinda Reddy 
5. Shri Lavji Lakhamshi 
6. Shri Mahesh Samn 
7. Shri Trimbak Damodar Pustake 
8. Shri Nawab Singh Chauhan 
9. Shri V. C. Kesava Rao 

10. Shri M. D. Tumpalliwar 
11. Dr. Raj Bahedur Gour 
12. Shri Rajendra Pratap Sinha 
13. Shri Kamta Singh 
14. Shri A. Chakradhar 
'5. Dr. B. Gopala ReddL" 

21 



APPENDIX III 

(ViM Para 7 of the Report) 

Stat,,,,,,,t shofDi", porti~rs of ffII1rIf)randa/reprllentations ,tc. r,uiwd by tht 
10mt Committee and action talten thereon. 

No. 

I. 

2. 

Nature of 
document 

• 
Memorandum 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

From whom received 

Indian Banks' 
Bombay. 

Association, 

Action taken 

Circulated to 
& Evidence 
Association 
13-7-59. 

Member. 
of the 

taken on 

The Bombay Exchange Banks' Circulated to Member •• 
Association. Bombay. 

All India Bank Employees AIIso- Circulated to Members 
ciation, Delhi. & Evidence of the 

Association taken on 
13-7-S9 

Shri M. S. Gidwani, 341, Circulated to Members. 
Pandara Road, New Delhi • 

.,.. 



APPENDIX IV 

(Vide Para 8 of the Report) 

List of AlSOCiaIitnu 111110 t",.,.,d ~f)idlne. ~o" the Joint CO""'"'tt" 
------------------------------

Serial Name of Associations 
No, 

I, All India Bank Employees' AS8ociation, Delhi 

z, Indian Banks' Association, Bombay 

Date on which 
evidence was taken 



APPENDIX V 

MINUTES OF THE SITTINGS OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE ON 
THE BANKING COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) BILL, 1959 

I 

First Sitting 

The Committee met from 15.30 to 16.00 hours on Saturday, the 9th 
May, 1959. 

PRESENT 

Shri C. R. Pattabhi Raman-Chairman 
MEMBERS 

Lok Sabha 

1. Shrimati Sangam Laxmi Bai 
2. Shri ~ailash Pati Sinha 
3. Shri Bhola Raut 
4. Shri Chandra Shankar 
5. Shri P. Subbigh Ambalam 
6. Shri S. M. Siddiah 
7. Shri Hem Raj 
8. Shri S. Hansda 
9. Shri Prafulla Chandra Borooah 

10. Shri Umrao Singh 
11. Shri Kamal Krishna Das 
12. Shri B. R. Bhagat 
13. Shri K. G. Deshmukh 
14. Shri Chintamani Panigrahi 
15. Shri Khushwuqt Rai 
16. Shri Motisinh Bahadursinh Thakore 
17. Shri Karsandas Parmar 
18. Shri Premji R. Assar 
19. Shri Prakash Vir Shastri. 
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Rajya Sabh4 
20. Shri Tarkeshwar Pende 
21. Shrimati Sharda Bhargava 
22. Shri M. Govinda Reddy 
23. Shri T. D. Pustake 
24. Dr. Raj Bahadur Gour 
25. Dr. B. Gopala Reddi. 

DRAFTSMAN 

Shri V. N. Bhatia, Deputy Draftsman, Ministry of Law. 

REPRESENTATIVES OF MINISTRIES AND OTHER OFFICERS 

Shri A. Baksi, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Finance. 
Shri R. K. Seshadri, Deputy Secretary, Ministry of Finance. 

SECRETARIAT 
, 

Shri A. L. Rai, Under Secretary. 

2. The Chairman as directed by the Speaker read out a letter 
which he had written to the Speaker informing him that he was a 
legal adviser to certain Banking Companies. 

3. The Committee held a discussion about their future programme 
of sittings. . 

4. The Committee considered whether any evidence should be 
taken by them. a.Ad whether it was necessary to issue a press com-
munique advising associtations and individuals desirous of presenting 
their suggestions or views before the Committee in respect of the Bill 
to submit written memoranda thereon. 

5. It was decided that a press communique might be issued advis-
ing associations, public bodies and individuals who are desirous of 
presenting their suggestions or views before the Committee in respect 
of the Bill to send written memoranda thereon to the Lok Sabha 
Secre11ariat by the 10th June, 1959. 

6. The Committee authorised the Chairman to decide after examin-
ing the memoranda as to which of the Associations, public bodies etc. 
ought to be called to give oral evidence before the Committee. 

7. The Committee desired that copies of the Banking Companies 
Act, 1949 and the last annual report on the trend and progress of 
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Banking Companies in India submitted to the Government by the 
Reserve Bank might be circulated to the Members of the Committee. 

8. The Committee decided to hold their further sittings from the 
13th July, 1959 onwards. 

9. The Chairman suggested that notices of amendments to the 
clauses of the Bill might be sent to the Lok Sabha Secretariat by the 
6th July, 1959 for circulation to the Members of the Committee. 

The Committee then adjourned to meet again at 15.00 hours on 
Monday, the 13th July, 1959. 



D 
Second Sittiq 

The Committee met from 15.00 to 17.00 hours on Monday, the 
13th July, 1959. 

PRESENT 

Shri C. R. Pattabhi Raman-Chairman 

MEMBERS 

Lok Sabha 
2. Shri S. Osman Ali Khan 
3. Shri Kailash Pati Sinha 
4. Shri Bhola Raut 
5. Shri Chandra Shankar 
6. Shri Suriya Prasad 
7. Shri p'. Subbiah Ambalam 

. 8. Shri S. M. Siddtah 
9. Shrf Hem Raj . 

10. Shri Harish Chandra Mathur 
11. Seth Achal Singh 
12. Shri Raja Ram Misra 
13. Shri S. Hansda. 
14. Shri Prafulia Chandra Borooah 
15. Shri Umrao Singh 
16. Shri Kamal. Krishna Des 

.. 17. Shri B. R. Bhagat 
18. Shri K. G. Deshmukh 
19. Shri Chintamani Panigrahi 
20. Shri Khushwaqt Rai 
21. Shri Motisinh Bahadursinh Thakore 
22. Shri Karsandas Parmar 
23. Shri Premji R. Assar 
24. Shri Prakash Vir Shastri 
25. Shri S. M. Banerjee 
28. Shri Morarj i Desai. 
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Ra;r- Sabia 

27. Shri Tarkeshwar Pande 
28. Shri p. S. Rajagopal Naidu 
2i. Shrimati Sharda Bhargava 
30. Shri M. Govinda Reddy 
31. Shri Lavji Lakhamshi 
32. Shri Mahesh Saran 
33. Shri T. D. Pustake 
34. Shri V. C. Kesava Rao 
35. Shri M. D. Tumpalliwar 
36. Dr. Raj Bahadur Gour 
37. Shri Rajendra Pratap Sinha 
38. Shri Kamta Singh 
39. Dr. B. Gopa!. Reddi. 

·DRArrSMD 

Shri S. K. Hiranandani, Joint Secretary aM Dra[tsfMft" 
Minw7ll of Law. 

Shri V. N. Bhatia, Deputy Draftsman, Ministry of Law. 

RZPRESBN'l'ATIVES OF THE MINIS1'RI!'S AND OTHER OrncEU 
Shri M. V. Rangachari, Special Secretary, Mini.strtl of 

Fift4ft.Ce. 
Shri A. Bakshi, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Fift4ft.Ce. 
Shri C. S. Divekar, Ezecuti11e Director, Reseroe Bank of 

India. 

Shri R. K. Seshadri, Deputy Secretary, Min.istry of Finance. 

SZCRETARIAT 

Shri p. K. Patnaik-Under SecreUlrl/. 

WITZOSSIB 

f. AU India Bank Employees Association, Delhi. 
1. Shri Prabhat Kar. 
2. Shri H. L. Parvana. 
3. 8hri G. N. Trikanad. 



~9l. 
n. Indian Banks" ABBoci(Ition, BombGS/. 

1. Shri S. L. Kothari. 
2. Shri R. L. Tull. 

2. The Committee heard the evidence tendered by th~ repn-
lentatives of the two associations named above. 

3. A verbatim record of the evidence tendered was taken dOW'll. 

4. The Committee decided that the whole of the evidence ten-
dered before them might be laid on the Table of the HoUle. 

5. The Committee also decided that the memoranda submitted 
by the associations that tendered evidence before the Committee 
might be appended to the Evidence volume and laid on the Table 
of the House. 

6. The Committee decided to take up clause by clause con.idM'a· 
tion of Bill at their next sitting. 

7. The Committee then adjourned to meet .pin at 08.60 hoUl'l 
on Tueaday. the 14th July. 1959. 



lIt 
Third Sittin& 

The Committee met from 09.00 hours to 12.50 hours on Tuesday, 
the 1.4th J u.ly, 1959. . 

PRESENT 
Shri C. R. Patt~bhi Raman-Chairman 

MEMBERS 

Lok Sabha 
2. Shri S. Osman Ali Khan 
3. Shri Kailash Pati Sinha 
4. Shri Bhola Raut 
5. Shri Chandra Shankar 
6. Shri Suriya Prasad 
7. Shri P. Subbiah Ambalam 

.. 8. Shri :~. M. Sid.di~ 
9. Shri Hem Raj 

10. Shri Harish Chandra Mathur 
11. Pandit Krishna Chandra Sharma 
It Seth Achal Singh 
13. Shri Raja Ram Misra 
14. Shri S. Hansdla 
15. Shri Prafulla Chandra Borooah 
16. Shri Umrao Singh 
17. Shri Kamal Krishna Das 
18. Shri B. R. Bhagat 
19. Shri K. G. Deshmukh 
20.Shri V. P. Nayar 
21. Shri Chintamani Panigrahi 
22. Shri Khushwaqt Rai 
23. Shri Motisinh Bahadursinh Thakore 
24. Shri Karsandas Parmar 
25. Shri Premji R. Assar 
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26. Shri Prakash Vir Shastri 
27. Shri S. M. Banerjee 
28. Shri Morarji Desai. 

Rajya Sabh4 

29. Shri Tarkeshwar Pande 
30. Shri P. S. Rajagopa! Naidu . 
31. Shrimati Sharda Bhargava 
32. Shri M. Govinda Reddy 
33. Shri Lavji Lakhamshi 
34. Shri Mahesh Saran 
35. Shri T. D. Pustake 
36. Shri V. C. Kesava Rao 
37. Shri M. D. Tumpalliwar 
38. Dr. Raj Bahadur Gaur 
39. Shri Rajendra Pratap Sinha 
40. Shri Kamta Singh 
41. Dr. B. Gopaia Reddi. 

DRAFTSMEN 

Shri S. K. Hiranandani, Joint Secretary and, Draftrma.n. 
Ministry of Law. 

Shri V. N. Bhatia, Deputy Draftsman, Ministry of Law. 

Ri:PRESENTATIVES OF MINISTRIES AND OTHER <>meERS' 

Shri M. V. Rangachari, Special Secretary, MiniBtr1/ of 
Fintmce. 

~i A. Bakshi, Joint Secret4ry, Miniltry of Finance. 
Shri C. S. Divekar, Executive Director, Reserve Bank of 

India. 
ShP.. R. K. Seshadri, Deputy Secretary, Ministry of Finance. 

SBcRETARIAT 

Shri p. K. Patnaik-Under Secretary. 

2. :rh~ CcmmUttee took up clause by clause .consideration of the 
Bill .: .. 



~. C'laUle 2. 

The following Government amendment was accepted:-

In page 1, line 15-
for "or where any of the fonns of business", substitute "and 

for the purposes of section 35 includes any place of 
business where any other form of business". 

The clause as amended W6S adopted. 

4. Clauses 3 to 5. 

These clauses were adopted without any amendment. 

5. Clause 6. 

The following amendments were accepted:-
(i) In page 3, line 30--

for "six months", substitute "nine months". 
(ii) In page 3,-

(a) line 6, 
omit "in sub-section (1) ". 

(b) after line 6, 
imert "(a) in sub-section (1)". 

(c) after line 30, 
imert "(b) for sub-section (3), the following sub-aectiona 

shall be substituted, namely:-

(3) Where a person holding the office of a chairman or 
director or manager or chief executive officer (bJ 
whatever name called) of a banking company is, 
or has been found by any tribunal or other 
authority (other than a criminal court) to have 
contravened the provision of any law and the 
Reserve Bank' is satisfied that the contravention II 
of such a nature that the association of such person 
with the banking company is or will be detri-
mental to the interests of the banking company or 
its depositors or otherwise undesirable, the 
Reserve Bank may make an order that that person 
shall cease to hold the office with effect from such 
date as may be speciftedtherein and. thereupon, 
that oftice shall, with effect from the laid date, 
become vacani. 
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(.) Any order made under sub-section (3) in respect of 
any person may also provide that he shall not, 
without the previous permission of the Reserve 
Bank in writing, in any way, directly or indirectly, 
be concerned. with, or take part in the management 
of, the banking company or any other banking 
company for such period not exceeding five years 
as may be specified in the order. 

(5) No order under sub-section (3) shall be made in 
respect of any person unless he has been given an 
opportunity of making a representation to the 
Reserve Bank against the proposed. order: 

Provided that it shall not be necessary to give any such 
opportunity if, in the opinion of the Reserve 
Bank, any delay would be detrimental to the 
interests of the banking company or its depositors. 

(8) Any decision or order of the Reserve Bank made 
under this section shall be final for all purposes." 

8. Clausu 7 to 9. 

These clauses were adopted without any amendment. 

7. Clause 10. 

The following Government amendment was accepted:-

In page 5,-
for lines 13 to 18, substitute-

"(2) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained 
in SUb-section (1) or in the Companies Act, 1956, a 
banking company may pay dividends on its shares 
without writing otl-

(i) the depreciation, if any, in the value of its ",vest-
ments in approved securities in any case where 
such depreciation has not actually been capJtalls-
ed or otherwise accounted for as a loss; 

(U) the depreciation, if any, in the value of its invest-
ments in shares/debentures or bonds (other than 
approved securities) in any case where adequate 
proviSiOns for such depreciation has been made to 
the satisfaction of the auditor of the banking 
eompany; 
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(iii) the bad debts, if any, in any case where adequate 

provision for such debts has been made to the 
satisfaction of the auditor of the banking 
company." 

The clause as amended was adopted. 

8. Clause 11. 

The clause was adopted without any amendment. 

9. Clause 12. 

The following Government amendment was accepted:-

In page 6, for lines 23 to 25, substitute-
"12. In section 19 of the principal Act in sub-section (1) 

after the words "Reserve Bank", the words "the 
carrying on of the business of banking exclusively 
outside India or" shall be inserted." 

The clause as amended was adopted. 

10. Clause 13. , 

The following Government amendments were \cepted:-
(i) In page 6, after line 36, add-' 

"(iii) in sub-section (3), for clauses (a) and (b), the follow-
ing clauses shall be substituted, namely:-

(a) that the company is or will be in a position to pay its 
present or future depositors in full as their claims 
accrue; 

(b) that the atfuirs of the company are not being, or are 
not likely to be conducted in a manner detrimental 
to the interests of its present or future depositors." 

(ii) In page 7, line 6, omit-
"or goes into liquidation". 

The clause as amended was adopted. 
11. Clause 14. 
The following Government amendment was accepted:-

In page 8, lines 30-31, omit-
"or where any of the fonns of business referred to in sub-

o section (1) of section 6 is transacted" 
'The clause as amended was adopted. 
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12. Clauses 15 to 19. 

These clauses were adopted without any amendment 

13. Clause 20. 

The following Government amendment was accepted:-
In page 10, for lines 30-32, substitute-

"(ii) in the C6.Se of a banking cOmpany incorporated in 
India-

(a) all its subsidiaries formed for the purpose of carrying 
on the business of banking exclusively outside 
India; and 

(b) all its branches whether situated in India or outside 
India." 

The clause as amended was adopted. 

14. Clauses 21 to 32. 
These clauses were adopted without any amendment. 

15. Clause 33': 

The following amendment was accepted:-
In page 15,-

(a) line 12, 

for "five hundred" substitute "two thousand". 

(b) line 14, 
for "fifty" substitute "one hundred". 

The clause as amended was adopted. 

16. Clause 34. 

The clause was adopted without any amendment. 

17. Clause 35. 

The following Government amendment was accepted:-
In page 15, line 26,-

after "banking company" insert "the Reserve Bank". 

The clause as amended was adopted. 
545 LS-5. 



18. ClaUie 36. 

The clause was adopted without any amendment. 

19. Clause 1. 

The clause was adopted. without any amendment. 

20. The Committee unanimously decided to waive the time gap 
of three days between the disposal of the clauses of the Bill by the 
Committee and the consideration of the draft report as prescribed in 
Direction No. 78 and decided to consider the draft report at their 
next sitting to be held on the 15th July, 1959. 

21. The Committee then adjourned to meet again at 14.30 hours 
on Wednesday, the 15th July, 1959. 
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IV 
Fourth Sitting 

The Committee met from 14.50 hours to 15.00 hours on Wednes-
day, the 15th July, 1959. 

PRESENT 
Shri C. R. F\attabhi Raman-Chainnan 

MEMBEBS 
Lok Sabha 

2. Shri S. Osman Ali Khan 
3. Shri Kailash Pati Sinha 
4. Shri Chandra Shankar 
5. Shri Suriya Prasad 
6. Shri P. Subbiah Ambalem 
7. Shri S. M. Siddiah 
8. Shri Hem Raj 
9. Shri Harish Chandra Mathur 

10. Pandit Krishna Chandra Sharma 
11. Seth Achal Singh 
12. Shri Raja Ram Mishra 
13. Shri S. Hansda 
14. Shri Prafulla Chandra Borooah 
15. Shri Umrao Singh 
16. Shri Kamal Krishna Das 
17. Shri B. R. Bhagat 
18. Shri K. G. Deshmukh 
19. Shri V. P. Nayer 
20. Shri Chintamani Panigrahi 
21. Shri Khushwaqt Rai 
22. Shri Motisinh Bahadursinh Thakore 
23. Shri Karsandas Parmar 
24. shri Premji R. Assar 
25. Shri Prakash Vir Shastri 
26. Shri S. M. Banerjee. 

Ra;ya Sabha 
27. Shri Tarkeshwar Pande 
28. Shri P. S. Rajagopal Naidu 
29. Shrimati Sharda Bharglflva 
30. Shri M. Govinda Reddy 
31. Shri Lavji Lakhamshi 
32. Shri Mahesh Saran 
33. Shri T. D. Pustake 
34. Shri V. C. Kesava Rao. 
35. Shri M. D. Tumpalliwv 
36. Dr. Raj Bahadur Gour 
37. Shri Rajendra Pratap Sinha 



38. Shri Kamta Singh 
39. Dr. B. Gopala Reddi. 

DRAFTSMAN 

Shri S. K. Hiranandani, Joint SeCTetary and Draftsman,. 
Ministry of Law. 

Shri V. N. Bhatia, Deputy Draftsman, Mil'istry of Law. 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRIES AND OTHER OFFICERS 

Shri M. V. Rangachsl'i, Special SeCTetary, Ministry III 
·Finance. 

Shri A. Baksi, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Finance. 
Shri C. S. Divekar, Executive Director, Reserve Bank of 

India. 
Shri R. K. Seshadri, Deputy Secretary, Ministry of Finance. 

SECRETARIAT 

Shri P. K. Patnaik-Under SeCTetary. 
2. The Committee considered the Bill as amended and adopted the 

same with the following amendment:-
Clause 33. 

After UIn section 46 of the principal Act, .......... II insert:-
U (i) in sub-section (2), for the words "five hundred rupees", 

the words "two thousand rupees", and for the words 
"fifty rupees", the words "one hundred rupees" shall 
be substituted". 

Re-number (i) and (ti) as (ti) and (iii) respectively. 
3. The Committee then considered the draft Report and adopted 

the same with necessary consequential changes in regard to clause 
33 and certain other verbal changes. 

4. The Committee authorised the Chairman and in his absence 
Shri Harish Chandra Mathur to present the Report on their behalf 
and to lay the evidence on the Table of the House after the presenta-
tion of the Report. 

5. The Committee authorised Dr. Raj Bahadur Gour and in hi& 
absence Shri M. Govinda Reddy to lay the Report of the Committee 
and the evidence on the Table of the Rajya Sabha. 

6. The Committee decided that the Report might be presented' to· 
the Lok Sabha on the 3rd August, 1959 and laid on the Table of the 
Rejya Sabha on the 10th August, 1959. 

7. The Committee decided that Minutes of Dissent, if any, might 
be sent to the Lok Sabha Secretariat so as to reach them by the 22mjl 
July, 1959. 

B. The Committee then adjourned. 
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WITNESSES EXAMINBD 

Names of the Aalciations and 
their Spokesmen 

Date ..... 
-_._----_. - .. - .-----------.~---

J. All India Bank Employees Association, Delhi 
, s,.",.,,, : 

I. Shri Prabhat Kar 
2. Shri H. L. Parvana 
3. Shri G. N. Trikanad 

I I. Indian Banks' Association, Bombay 

SID.""'" I 

I. Shri S. L. Kothari 
2. Shri R. L. Tuli , 

" ppcndic:es 
I Memorandum by All India Bank Employees AIsociation, Delhi 

It Memorand\lm by Indian Bank,' Auociation, Bomba, 

B5f (B) L.S.-t. 

1a--20 



JOINT COMMII"lEE ON THE BANKING COMPANIES (AMJ!!NDMENT) 
BILL, 1959 

Mnnrns OF EvmzxcZ T.ua:N BBFORI: TID JOTN'J.' COMM1'T'l'IZ OK THZ BANK:I!fQ 
COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) BILL, 1959 

M0nd4t1. the 13th Ju~tI, 1959 at 15'00 hour. 
PRESENT ' 

Shri C. R. Pattabhi Raman-Chainnan 

Shri S. Osman Ali Khan 
Shri Kailash Pati Sinha 
Shri Bhola Raut 
Shri Chandra Shankar 
Shri Suriya Prasad 
Shri P. Subbiah AmbaIam 
Shri S. M. Siddiah 
Shri Hem Raj 
Shri Harish Chandra Mathur 
Seth Achal Singh 
Shri Raja Ram Mishra 
Shri S. Hansda 
Shri PrafulIa Chandra Borooah 

. Shri Tarkeshwar Pande 
Shri P. S. Rajagopal Naidu 
Shrimati Sharda Bharpva 
Shri M. Govinda Reddy 
Shri Lavji Lakhamshi 
Shri Mahesh Saran 
Shri T. D. Pustake 

MzMBas 

Lok Sabh4 

Shri Umrao Singh 
Shri Kamal Krishna Das 
Shri B. R. Bhagat 
Shri K. G. Deshmukh 

. Shri Chintamani Panigrahi 
Shri Khushwaqt Rai 
Shri Motisinh Bahadursinh Tbakore 
Shri Karsandas Parmar 

Shri Premji R. Assar 

Shri Prakash Vir Shastri 

Shri S. M. Banerjee 

Shri Morarji Desai. 

&;lIa Sabh4 ! 
Shri V. C. Kesava Rao 
Shri M. D. Tumpalliwar 

Dr. Raj Bahadur Gour 

Shri Rajencira Pratap Sinha 

Shri Kamta Singh 

Dr. B. Gopala Reddi. 

DuJorsMAl'f I 

Shri S. K. Hiranandani, Joint Secret4rJ1 and DraftBman, MiniBt7'JI at Law. 
Ratlu:sENTATIVEs or MINIsTRY AND OTJIJ:R Orn:CDlS' 

Shri M. V. Rangachari, Special Secreta7'JI. Ministt'tl Of Finance. 

Shri A. Bakshi, Joint Secret4rJ1. Minim'll of Finance. 
Shri C. S. Divekar, E'zecutive Director, ReBerve B4nk of India. 

SIrri R. 1[. Seshadri, Deputtl Secret4rJ1, Mimm" of Finance. 
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SI:CRBAlUAT 

Shri P. K. Patnaik-UftCIer SeCf'eta:'lI. 

" 

Wl'1"N1:88M Bx.umn:D : 

1. &II IJuIIa 8aD.k IlmploJ .. AIIoeIatioD, DeIId 
1. Shri Prabhat Kar. 
2. Shri H. L. Parvana. 

1. Shri S. L. Kothari. 

. 1 All india Bank EmploJeeB 
AIIsoclaticm, DeW 

Spokeamen: 

1. Shri Prabhat Kar. 
2. Shri. H. L. P.arvana. 
3. Shri G. N. Trikanad. 

(Witne,e, were called in and thev 
. took their ,eah) 

CbalrmaD.: As you are aware, their 
memorandum has been circulated. 
(Appendix 1). So, in addition to that 
if Members want to pur any question. 
they m!iY do ,0. 

Dr. Raj Babadur Gaur: There .is • 
point raised that if the Reserve Bank 
is given the power to inspect the 
branches outside India, there will be 
diftlculty for the Indian depositors 
abroad. May I know what. is their 
opinion on this controversy? 

ChalrmaD: What is stated is there 
will not be reciprocity. Indian Banks 
with branches outside India will suffer 
and the business will be taken away 
to the other Banks. 

Dr. ~ Balaadar Gour: The point 
raised is this, that particularly our 
nationals abroad would be scared and 
the deposits would be t~en away 
from the branches of Indian banks if 
they are subjected to inspection· by 
the Reserve BaDk. What have they ,ot to say about this partlcuIai- pro-
.. i0ll1 

3. Shri G. N. Trikanad. 

2. Shri R. L. TuIL 

ChaInnaD.: In addition to what JOll 
have asid in the memorandum. 

Shrt Prabhat Kar: So far as thia 
provision is concerned, we welcame 
it. Generally, Indian banks will have 
majority of their branches in India. 
They have never raised any objection 
to the inspection of the books of their 
accounts by the Reserve Bank. 

Shrl Morar,tl Desai: You need not 
presume that because they have Dot 
raised any objection they do not 
object. They cannot aftonl to raise 
some objections, so they don't raise. 

Shrl Prabbat Kar: The Reserve 
Bank has been given the power and 
it has been regularly inspecting the 
books of accounts of all the branches. 
As regards Indian banks wh:ch will 
have branches overseas, the number 
of those branches will be very small 
in comparison to their Indian branch.. 
es. The point of objection about ins-
pection by the Reserve Bank does not 
'lpply to the Indian branches which 
are a majority in number; and frank-
ly speakini, the bulk of their. busi-
ness, either of deposit or advances, will be in the Indian branches here. 
If they allow the Reserve Bank to 
inspect their branches here, then there 
cannot be any objection to their 
allowing the Reserve Bank to inspect 
their branches outside India, the 
owaber of which will be very ...n. 



'!'be point may be rai$ed that ins-
.,ection of the accounts by the Reserve 
Bank. may give rise to certain doubts 
in the minds of the depositors. So 
far as the Reserve Bank's inspection 
Is concerned, it is not that they go 
through the accounts of the depo-
sitors: they try to see how the books. 
of the banking companies are kept, 
how the ttirectJons are .... 

SIarl Morarji Desai: 1 'do not know 
how the witness is called upon to 
,ive a reply to this. It is for us to 
consider. 

Shrl Prabhat Kar: We welcome this 
procedure. 

Sbri Morarji Desai: That is good 
enough. 

8hrl Prabilat K .... : I was trying to 
give you the reason. 

shit Morarjl ne.1: So We are in 
,ood company on this. 

Dr. RaJ Bahadur Gour: Have you 
anything to suggest with rega.rd to 
the restriction particulal'ly on the 
amounts that are to be held by the 
banks in cities like Calcutta and 
Bombay-whether that particular pro_ 
vision should be further liberalised 
and smaller banks should be allowed 
to operate in those cities? 1 would 
like to have a little more clarification 
in regard to this, because the idea bas 
not been concretised. What is it that 
they really want? 

Cha.lJomaD: Do you feel that tbere is 
inadequacy in this provision? 

Dr. BIi Bahadv Goar: At page 4 of 
the memorandum, they have stated: 

"It may be mentioned here, that 
the restrictive provisions of sElc-
tion 11, eXisting and/or with pro~ 
posed amendments, are de9.igned 
to j:heck growth and expansion 
of smaller banking concerns and 
thus ensure functioning of larger 
un:ts in fields of opulence like 
Calcutta and Bombay specially. 
It is true that banks which can-
not attract share-capital should 
not be encouraged' inasmuch as 

such banks raise deposits from 
public;: without risking its own 
(i.e. its shareholders) funds IUlcl 
tend to become irresponsible; still. 
the rigidity of minimum paid-up 
capital and reserves for Calcutta 
and Bombay should be relaxed in 
the context of growing national 
economy and scope should be 
given to smaller institutions to 
\rade in the field.". 

They want that some ralaxations 
should be made in the case of these 
banks. I would like to know what 
real relaxations they want. Could 
they concretise them further at \his 
stage? Suppose the Reserve Bank is 
given the authorIty to say that if they 
are satisfied with a particular bank, 
then thls section will not apply to 
them, and they allow that bank to 
open branches, would that satisfy the 
witnesses? 

Shrl Prabhat Itar: I may explain to 
you that today there. are certain banks 
functioning in cities like Calcutta and 
Bombay. They have already been 
functioning for about a dozen years. 
The restrictive provisions of section 11 
would imply that they have got to 
have a minimum paid-up capital in 
order to run or continue their branch-
es in cities like Calcutta and Bombay. 
Now, these banks are serving a parti-
cular. type of customers who cannot 
a1ford to go to the bigger banks, 
mostly small businessmen and small 
depositors. And they have been serv-
ing them. The Reserve Bank has 
inspected these banks, and save in re-
gard to violation of section 11 which 
requires them to have a certain mini-
mum paid-up capital, no other fault 
has been found by the Reserve Bank 
In regard to these banks. But if they 
are to comply with the requirements 
of section 11, that means they will 
have to procure more share capital in 
order to enable them to continue their 
branches in cities like .Calcutta and 
Bombay; this would mean that they 
will have to close down their branch-
es. When a banking company is 
functioning well, and fumishini . to 



the Reserve Bank all the information 
that the Reserve Bank wants, so far 
as the working is concerned, and the 
Reserve Bank has not found any 
fault with them except in regard to 
violation of section 11, now, if this 
technical disability about the paid-up 
capital is imposed on them, then it 
would be Impossible for these- banks 
to raise the required capital at this 
atage. 

Shri MorarJi Desai: This is not a 
technical disability. This is a sub-
stantial disability. This is just the 
reverse of yoW' thesis of nationalisa-
tion. I do not understana why you 
go from one extreme to the other. 

Shri Prabbat Kar: I am saying that 
they are already functioning in these 
cities, and so far as their functioning 
is concerned, there is nothing to com-
plain against them, and the Reserve 
Bank also has n&t found any other 
disability or defect in regard to their 
working. 

Chairman: Are you more concerned 
with the employment aspect, that is, 
about the people getting unemployed 
and so on? Is that worrying you? 

SUi Prabllat Kar: Today, if these 
branches are closed automatically, 
tilere will be retrenchment. Apart 
from this, when a particular bank is 
aerving the needs of a particular sec-
tion of the depositors and customers, 
and they are functioning all right 
except that they have not been able 
to procure the paid-up capital to the 
extent required under the Act to 
continue their branches in Calcutta 
and Bomba~, we want a relaxation of 
this particular section. Otherwise, 
those banks will have to close down 
their branches. 

. Shri Morarji Deai: I fttink that 
would be better . .than a crash there-
after. 

Slari Prallllat Kar: I can uJlderstand 
that a banking company, if it is not 
functioning properly, must close 
down, before there is a possibility of 
my erash. But when a bank is func-
unin, properly,-except that there is 

not the required paid-up cap,ital-
then we want a relaxation. 

Dr. Baj _ Bahadar Gour: At page 4 
of the memorandum, they have stated: 

"It is true that banks which 
cannot attract share capital should 
not be encouraged inasmuch as 
such banks raise . deposits from 
public without risking its own 
(i.e. its shareholders)' funds and 
tend to· become irresponsible;" 

Therefore, they agree with the prin-
ciple behind this restriction. Still they 
want: 

"the rigidity of minimum paid-
up capital and reserves for. 
Calcutta and Bombay should be 
relaxed in the context of growing 
national economy and scope should 
be given to smaller institutions to 
trade in the field.". 

That is their contentiQJ1,. 

It is not merely a question of banks 
which are operating at present and 
y(hich fall short of the required paid-
up capital, and which, therefore, have 
to close down,' but even in the case of 
opening of branches, this relaxation 
will apply. That is the thesis of the 
memorandum. I want to know what 
concrete relaxation they have in 
view. 

Secondly, will it be all right, if we 
say that the Reserve Bank will have 
the necessary authority to say that if 
it considers that a particular bank 
is functioning all right, it will relax 
this pr~vision; will that satisfy the 
witnesses? 

Sbri Pra ..... t Kar: I would say· that 
it is not our inteJ'!tion thai a complete 
relaxation should be given to all. But 
I' agree with Dr. Raj Bahadur G.ur ... 

Sbri MOl'arjt Dellai: It is a suggest-
edreply. 

Sui Pra .. laat Kar: That was what I 
w .. already BUlgesting. For example, 
where the Reserve Baak has already 



impected and found that a particular 
bank is functioning all right, except 
in regard to section II, in that case, 
the Reserve Bank should be autho-
rised to permit a relaxation of this 
provlSlon. So, it is not as if I am 
saying that there should 'be a general 
relaxation for all, but where the Re-
serve Bank has found after inspection 
that a bank is functioning all right, 
only in those cases, this relaxation 
should be given. 

CbairmaD.: But must we not have 
some margin? After all, we are pass-
ing an Act. 

Sbri Prabhat Kar: But you should 
also remember the development of 
banking companies in this country. 
At that time, there was no control, 
rand the banks started functioning; 
and we cannot deny the fact that at 
that stage, they really did a good job 
of it. Today, we are trying to bring 
forward legislation to have some 
e1l'ective contror of the banking system 
in this country, and our approach will 
be that we want effective control, 
but we want that in case a particular 
bank has been functioning properly-
I am not saying on the basis of a 
director saying, so, but I am saying 
that the Reserve Bank after inspect-
ing it has found that the bank is 
functioning well-then the Reserve 
Bank may be empowered to grant a 
relaxation. I am not suggesting that 
there should be an omnibus relaxa-
tion for all the banking companies. 

CbaiI'maD: You would not like the 
Reserve Bank to have a bLanket-
power? 

811ri Prabbat Kar: We would like 
the Reserve Bank to have that power. 

Slari Morarji Dftai: The Reserve 
Bank does not want that power. 

8bri Pra ..... t J[ar: We would .like 
the Reserve Bank to have that power. 

8Iui Merarji DeIai: We want them 
to ,0 by the advice of the Reserve 
Bank. 

, 
8hrl Bajendra Pratap 8iDba: I 

would like to have a clarification. 
Could you' give us some idea u to the 
extent to which this relaxation should 
~ given? 

8hri Morarji Desai: He says, in re-
gard to companies which are work-
ing well. 

Shrl Rajendra Pratap Sinha: 'Work-
ing well' is too general a term. 
After all, the Reserve Bank has to 
act under definite statutory provi-
sions. If there is to be any relaxa-
tion, then We must have a definite 
idea. What is the intention of the 
witnesses? We' shall consider 
whether it is wQrth the while or not. 

Shri Prabhat Kar: Under the pre-
sent Act the Reserve Bank inspects 
the books of account of all banks. If 
the only drawback of that banking 
company is that it has complied with 
the requirement of section ll-that 
is, although it has got its branches in 
Calcutta Or Bombay but the required 
paid-up capital is not there-but is 
functioning according to the norms 
applied by the Reserve Bank, in that 
case only, 1 am putting in a plea for 
the relaxation of the provisions of 
section 11. 

8hri Morarji Desai: I do not think 
it is advisable if it cannot raise the 
required share capital. It may be 
functioning aU right. 

Dr. B: Gopala Bedd1: Section 53 
gives sufficient margin of power. 

Cba1rman: Under section 53 the 
Central Government has got sufficient 
powers. (Read out section 53). 

Shri Pra ...... t Kar:. Under this 
power the Central Government has, 
from time to time, given extension of 
period to these types of banks. The 
Central Government on the advice of 
the Reserve Bank ,has given this ex-
tension of time to such banks. My 
point is this. When you are grant_ 
illl this extension of time- you are 
convinced that this bank is runnin. 
all rilht. You say that effort should 
be made by the promoters of th' 



t... to raise the share capital. To-
day, coaaidering the stringency in the 
money maritet, it is difBcult to raise 
the necessary share capital. 

Sbrl MorarJI. Desai: The Central 
Government can give extension for 50 
years Or 100 years; there is nothing to 
prevent it. They can give exemption 
from several provisions of the Act; 
not only from this provision. On the 
recommendation of the Reserve Bank 

. the Central Government may do a 
number of things. 

Sbri Prabbat Kar: That is how the 
time is being extended. But con-
sidering the fact of the withdrawal 
of the licences during the last two 
years, We are apprehensive .... 

Dr. B. GopaIa Keddi: They have not 
cancelled. 

SbrI MorarJi DeIIai: What is the 
cuarantee that what you want will 
be done even with your amendment? 
If they want to do it that power ie 
there. 

CbatnDaa: You are really thinking 
of the employees. 'that is why at the 
very beginning I asked you whether 
you are thinking of the employees. 
If you feel so, you can always. bring 
it to the notice of Government and 
they have ,ot wide powers. 

Shrl Morar.Il DesaI: We cannot keep 
a bank going for the sake of em-
ployment. 

Shrl Prabbat K.ar: It is not for the 
employees only but it is also for the 
depositors and others. 

CbainDaD: The hon. Finance Minis-
ter has already pointed out that the 
powers under section 53 are very 
wide. But you want that here in the 
section itself the rigidity should be 
removed which' would make the sec-
tion limp from the very beginning. 
'On whom is the responsibility to be 
put! I think section 53 is wide 
enou,h. 

Sbri Pralllaat K.ar: I have explained 
our point of view. Our anxitnJ .. 
not from the point of view of the em-
ployees . but also from the point of 
view of the small customers. It IDQ' 
be that bil banks will not like thia 
because they will have competition. 

8hri lIorarji Desai: What is the 
competition that bigger banks eaa 
have from these small banks ja 
Calcutta and Bombay? 

'Shrl Prabhat Kar: In some parti-
cular areas it is so. 

Dr. B. Gopala Keddi: At that r.t~ 
you will have to give that in other 
places also. Supposing it is at 
Allahabad., Why should they have 
Rs. 15 lakhs? Tomorrow some bank 
operating in Madras may also plead 
that it cannot have Rs. 15 lakhs; it 
will go on like that. 

Shri Prabhat ltar: I am nol for 
blanket power. I only want thiJ in 
the case of banks that are doing lOod 
business. 

Shrl K. P. SIDba: I would J.ib to 
draw the attention of the witness to 
page 3 of their memorandum in which 
they have raised objection to til. 
granting of powers to the Reservl! 
Bank for· regulating the participation 
of banks in some other concerns to 
which the bank's moneys have, been 
advanced. In the interest of the 
bank's money advanced to the bor-
rowing companies it is desirable that 
the managers of the executiVle of the-
banking company should be em-
powered for at least the time beinl. 
to be on the board of such 8 borrow-
ing company. 

Shri Prabbat !tar: I will answer it 
this way. There are two things. If 
a big amount of money has been ad-
vanced by a bank to a particular 
concern, then there should be a bank's 
representative to look after the ~.ir~ 
of the company. That is one thIng. 

Another thing is where the director 
of a particular company is also con-
cerned with a bank which grants ad-



vences or loans. It will not mean 
that if a big amount of money is ad-
vanced by the bank to a particular 
concern, one of the bank's represen-
tat:ves should be there on the board 
of directors. 

I will 6nly recall to you the report 
of the Liquidation Proceedings Com-
mittee. Recently, in the Calcutta 
National Bank what we have seen is 
this. This interlocking of interest has 
resulted in the crashing of the bank. 

We know how, during 1947 and 1949 
banking companies in different parts 
of the country collapsed and we know 
also the reasons for that. We know 
also that recently in the year 1953 
when the Calcutta National Bank col-
lapsed:......the Reserve Bank instituted 
a case against the bank and it is still 
going on-the only reason was the 
interloC".cing of the interests of the 
board of directors. If a director of a 
banking company becomes the direc-
tor of another rompany, then the in-
terests of that particular company 
will create a situation where the in-
terest of the banking company itself 
will be jeopardised. That is we are 
objecting to it. 

Another thing is, that so' far as the 
chief executive officers of the bank 
are concerned, they should have full 
time to devote to the banking com-
pany. Then and then only can they 
be of real service to the bank with 
which they are connected. We are 
not against the Reserve Bank's 
powers. 

Shrt R. P.Slnha: The witness more 
or less agrees with the first contention 
that where a bank has advanced 
money, the representative of the bank 
should be allowed to come in. But 
he wants to encourage the interlock-
ing of banks with other companies 
Which is the purpose of this section 
itself. . This amendment is to safe-
guard the money. 

Cbail'lDUl: For instance, the Invest-
ment Corporation, whenever it lends 
554(B) L.S.-2. 
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money, has one or two directors to 
watch its interests. 

Shrl Prabhat Ear: I aeree with that 
part. 

Shri Morarjl Desai: You are agree-
ing and you are not agreein,. 

Shrl Prabhat Ear: While allowing 
them to be a director .•.. 

Shri Morarjl DesaI: Are you .goine 
to look after the bank's interest more 
than the banks themselves? 

Sbri Prabbat Kar: I would only say, 
so far as we are concerned, whether 
you agree or not, we look to the 
bank's interests more than the 
bankers. Till now so many cases had 
come out and nowhere do we find 
that ordinaljt employees are involved 
in these cases; it is only these big 
persons, high officers who are involv-
ed in these cases of fraud and other 
things. . 

Shrl MorarJi Desai: You have got 
cases of employees having done such 
wrong things; they nave also come to 
light. In their capacity they have 
done. 

Shri Prabhat Kar: If certain money 
is lost to the bank, the banking com-
panies will suffer. When you say the 
interests of the banking companies, 
we are more interested or equally in-
terested. 

Shri Morarji Desai: I do not deny 
that. You are interested in the bank 
working because if the bank does not 
work you go. Therefore, you are 
very much interested; I am not deny-
ing that. But is not a director more 
qualified to see whether it goes 
against the bank's interest or not? 

8brl Prabbat Kar: In the past ·the 
banks have not done well. 

Sbrl Morarji Desai: By and large 
the banks have done well in this 
country. 

Sui Prabbat Kar: How much of 
the public money has been lost? 



Shrl Morarjl Desai: There are some 
cases. It has happened in all the 
countries, not only in India. It will 
always happen. With all our wisdom 
in Parliament, we are aiao making 
mistakes. 

Chairman: The proviso is not so 
wide. 

Shri Pnbhat Ear: The ~ricinal 
section is all right and so we are 
against the relaxation. 

Shrl R. P. Sinha: But that relaxation 
that is being given is absolutely essen-
tial in the interest of the banking 
companies themselves. 

Shri Pnbhat Kar: When you say 
that the Reserve Bank and the Gov-
ernment will not sanction things if 
they are against the interest of the 
banks, I have nothing to say. But it 
is nowhere in the Act. When the 
hon. Minister has said that the Gov-
ernment will not give its sanction, I 
have said that I have nothing to say. 
But it is nowhere in the Bill. That is 
why I raise this point. 

Shri Thumpalllwar: On page 9 of 
your memorandum, you refer to mal-
practices. It is stated that books anti 
records are refused to be produced 
before th.e courts and you insist their 
production before the courts. You 
agree that the records are open for 
inspection by the Reserve Bank. Then, 
bow is the Reserve Bank not in a 
position to check these malpractices? 
How can the submission of records 
before the courts stop these mal-
practices? 

Shri Morarjl Desai: He has expressed 
it at great length. Why do you w~nt 
to go further .lengths? In spite of 
the greatest amount of vigilance 
possible, crime will be committed. 
Nobody can· assume that no crime will 
be committed. 

You refer to the Mundhra affair. 
It has no relation to the banks. 

Shri Prabhat Kar: I am not referring 
to the L.I.C. During these four years 
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his dealings with the bank has result. 
ed in losses. 

shri Morarjl Deal: If somebody 
commits forgery, you cannot say that 
everybody is going to do that. 

Shri Pnbbat Kar: It is not simpl,. 
forgery. It is a question of doin, 
things with the connivance, with the· 
knowledge, of the management. I can 
teU you that a particular man was 
sent off before the Reserve Bank 
inspection began. I refer to the case 
of the Bhapandas. That man in that 
case left India for Pakistan. 

Shri Morarji Desai: From that you 
are generalising and I am objecting 
only to that. 

Shri Prabbat Kar: I am saying that 
such deals had resulted in the loss to 
the banking companies to the tune of 
a few crores of rupees. It leaves a 
reftection on the industry itself and 
the question of the bank closing down 
itself may arise. This is the first time 
that you are amending the sections of 
the Banking Companies Act. This is 
s major amendment. In spite of all 
these, I want the Joint Committee to 
consider whether any further steps or 
restrictions can be put. 

Chairman: Do you refer to the 
penal law or this Bill? 

Shri Prabhat Kar: This Bill. I am 
not talking of the penal law. 

Shri Morarjl Desai: This sort of 
remedy which you suggest will not 
be desirable, I think. 

Shrl Prabhat Kar: I am not sug-
gestinganything. I am putting my 
view before the Committee for ita 
consideration, namely, whether any 
reasonable restriction can be put. 

Shri Morarjl Desai: We cannot do 
that in ~elation to this section. This 
Committee has also no authority to 
do it. As an M.P. y~u ought to know 
it. This Committee cannot do that. 
Your companies may not know it but 
you ought to know it. 



Shri Prabbat ltar: Wherever possible 
it may be done. You are giving 
~ower to the Reserve Bank in that 
section which you are amending. 
While amending it and giving power 
to the Reserve Bank to inspect the 
overseas branches, if you can put this 
in ..... . 

. Shri Morarji Desai: This cannot be 
brought in there. 

Chairman: You can see the example 
in the United Kingdom and the United 
States. 

Shri Pa.mgrahi: I would like to 
.draw the attention of the hon. Minis-
ter to page 8 of the memorandum 
regarding section 38 of the Banking 
Companies Act where powers have 
been given to the Reserve Bank to 
take steps on its own for winding 
'up banks under certain conditions: I 
would like to know the reason and 
have some further elucidation as to 
what their suggestion is and the ways 
in which they want to deal with these 
banks who are not acting properly? 
What should be the power of the 
Reserve Bank with regard to these 
banks? 

Shri Morarji Desai: He says it must 
not be wound up. That is all. He 
says that such banks must be taken 
"Up by the Reserve Bank which should 
manage them, so that you can put all 
the losses on the Reserve Bank. That 
in short would be the effect of this 
'Suggestion. 

Shri Prabhat Kar: Amalgamation. 
ShriMorarji Desai: That is the 

meaning of it. Amalgamation means 
'the same thing. The Reserve Bank 
-cannot amalgamate it .. 

Shri Prabhat ltar: We are not sug-
'gesting that the Reserve Bank should 
odo it. '. 

Shri Morarjl Desai: The Reserve 
Bank forces it on some other bank 
which does not want to take it! That 
can be done in a different kind of 

, economy and not in this ec.onomy. In 
that kind of economy, you can force 
things on other people. There will be 
no banks then! 

Shrl Prabhat Kar: There should be 
banks. As a' result of the widening 
of the business, ..... . 

Shri MorarJI Desai: Such banks 
would have to be wound up. How can 
they be aHewed to go on? 

Shri Prabhat Ear: The Reserve 
Bank has been checking regularly . 

Shri Morarji Desai: Even when 
everything is checked, something can 
happen after checking or something 
can be missing also in checking. These 
things do happen. You cannot avoid 
them. There cannot be any foolproof 
checking of anything'so that every-
thing will go on straight. 

Shri Prabhat Kar: I would suggest 
that we should make efforts t. 
see ...... 

Shri Morarjl Desai: Those efforts 
are being made. 

Shri Prabhat Kar: Winding up of 
banking companies is neither helpful 
not only to the employees but .... 

Shri Morarjl Desai: The Reserve 
Bank is not to wind them up nonnally 
as long as the Reserve Bank can see 
that the banking companies work pro-
perly and can be brought up to work 
well, and as far as that is concerned, 
it can give all sorts of help and offer 
suggestions and do everything. But 
when it finds that it is not possible, 
the next step is taken. Even in the 
matter of amalgamation which you 
were saying, there also, we suggested 
to some people if it is possible to do 
that. It cannot be done otherwise. 

Shri Prabhat Kar: The point is the 
Reserve Bank cimnot force the amalga-
mation of the banks. If the banks 
agree the Reserve Bank can help. Our 
suggestion is that the Reserve Bank, 
after inspection, can suggest, ..... . 

Shrl MorarJI Desai: They do but that 
cannot be provided in law. 

Chairman: You say: 
"It is, therefore, imperative that 

there should be an end to the 
winding up of banks and law 
should provide that banks whose 



existence is not safe for the com-
munity should be straiehtaway 
merged with the State Bank so 
that the Government takes over 
the responsibility for those banks." 
I think that is asking for too much. 

Shri Mora:rjl Desai: I appreciate 
your intention. I am not quarrelling 
with your intention. I am not saying 
that your intention is wrong. But 
there are some things which cannot 
be done. You have got to reconcile 
yourselves and we have got to recon-
cile ourselves with imperfections in 
society, crimes in society, etc. We 
should try to minimize them. That is 
the intention. 

Chairman: The Act provides for all 
these; there are various steps that 
have been provided for. 

Shri Prabbat Kar: What we want 
is this. Instead of the Reserve Bank 
being an onlooker or if it is approach-
ed, then, to advise, I would say that 
the Reserve Bank should gp into this 
matter. 

Chairman: In a section it must be 
precise. Your intention must be made 
clear. You cannot just beg or give a 
warning or advice. Winding up pro-
visions are all there and schemes for 
reconstruction are provided for. 
Moratorium is also available in suit-
able cases. 

Shri Prabbat Kar: As the hon. 
Minister has said, if you appreciate 
my intention, I would only suggest to 
you to think over how our intent:on 
can be implemented. , 

Shri Panip'abJ: I refer to page 9 
of the memorandum in regard to the 
provision for checking malpractices. 
It has been stated that: 

"positive measures are therefore 
absolutely necessary· against these 
situations if the country's bank-
ing institutions are to be improved 
and banking habits are to be deve-
loped among the people by creat-
ing greater conftdence in banks!' 
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I would like to know from the 
witness what positive measures they 
have in View and what views are the:r 
placing before us? 

Sbrl Prabbat Kar: I have suggested 
them. 

Sbrl MorarJI Desai: Can you point 
out any new measures? 

Sbrl Prabbat Kar: I have been sug-
gesting that more powers to the 
Reserve Bank should be given in this 
matter. 

Sbrl MorarJI Desai: I think the Re-
serve Bank has enC'>ugh power. What 
more powers can be given to it tor 
this purpose? 

Sbrl Prabbat Kar: I would like you 
to refer to page 4 of the memorandum. 
I refer to clauses 10 and 11. Pre-
viously restrictions were there. Until 
the difference of the depreciation on 
the investment has been provided for 
dividend should not be declared. This 
rule is being relaxed. Today I do 
not know whether any of the banking 
companies are in the difficulty of pay-
ing dividends because of the parti-
cular clause. There is no bank which 
during the last 10 years when this 
clause was in operation has not 
increased its dividend in spite of the 
restrictions of this clause. So, why 
should you tOday relax this particular' 
clause? Out of the relaxation of this 
clause, there may be further increase 
in the dividend. 

So far as the dividends of the bank-
ing companies are concerned, I would 
only draw the attention of the Joint. 
Committee to the fact that the share 
capital of a banking company con-
stitutes only 2 to 3 per cent. of the 
working capital. All the big banks 
are today paying dividend to the .tune 
of 15 to 16 per cent. and some banks 
pay even 18 per cent. In spite of the· 
restrictions imposed by this section, 
there has been a steady increase. Now 
the effect of relaxation of this parti-
cular provision can only be payment. 
of more. dividend. In' a banking 
compilriy, to allow 16 to 20 per cent. 
return to the shareholder whose-



lI¥Uley eGlUUauEei only 2 to 3 per cent. 
of the WOJXini capital will not be 
correc;t. 

You are tranting the banking com-
panies power to show less income. Of 
course, provision for bad and doubtful 
debts is understandable, but they will 
show less income by making so many 
other provisions the details of which 
nobody knows. Again, you are grant-
jng them power to pay dividend with-
out writing off the depreciation in the 
value of their investments in Govern-
ment securities. I think the result 
will be the dividend will be increased 
whereas the shareholders are already 
enjoying a good rate of dividend. 

Again, dividend is not an important 
matter so far as the stability of the 
bank is concerned. I can cite one 
example-the United Commercial Bank 
-which has not paid dividend during 
the first 10 years of its existence-
has come out even in the first year as 
one of the best banks. So far as 
foreign exchange business is con-
cerned, it stands on a par with any 
other foreign exchange bank. The 
Allahabad Bank is paying 18,per cent. 
dividend but durin'g the last 20 years, 
it has not made any advance so far 
as deposits, etc. are concerned. The 
Punjab National Bank reduced the 
dividend from 16 to 4 per cent., but' 
the deposits have gone' up by Rs. 70 
lakhs. So, dividend is not a factor 
related to the deposits or business of 
the bank. So, I fail to understand 
why you want to relax this clause 
further. Necessary provision is not 
being made so far as liquidation pro-
ceedings are concerned. The banking 
industry is n'ot facing any difficulties 
neither has the dividend been ~ow 

because of the restriction imposed by 
the section which has been continuing 
so far. So, I would plead before the 
Joint Committee that this relaxation 
need not be made. 

Regarding the issue of bonus shares 
from reserve funds-clause 11-1 have 
already pointed out that the share 
capital is only 2 to 3 per cent. of the 
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working capital. A banking com-
pany's shares are not what are knOwn 
as fluctuating shares. 

a~ MOflLrJl Desai: You mean they 
.ra not speculative. 

Shrt Prabbat Kar: Yes; they are not 
speculative. It is just an investment 
wh8l1! the return is 18 per cent. You 
will find from the stock exchange 
report that banking shares are held 
for a long time. It is not as if they 
are bought today at a premium and 
sold tomorrow ..... . 

Shrt Morarjl Desai: That is all 
known. What is it that you want to 
emphasise? 

Sbrl Prabhat Ear: I want that the 
issue of bonus shares in the banking 
companies drawing from the reserve 
should be restricted. You know how 
many banks apply for bonus shares. 

Shrl Morarjl Desa.t: There are not 
many banks which come for bonus 
shares. Even when some banks come, 
they come for specific reasons which 
are perfecrly legitimate and they ought 
to be allowed. They are paying 
sufficient tax to Government. 

Shri Prabhat Kar: So far as draw-
ing on the reserve fund is concerned, 
according to the Banking Companies 
Act, every year the bank shall transfer 
out of the net profits and before any 
dividend is declared a sum equivalent 
to not less than 20 per cent. of such 
profits to the reserve fund until the 
amount of the reserve fund is equal 
to the paid-up capital. So, till the 
reserve fund is equal or more than 
the paid-up capital, drawing from that 
reserve fund on whatever plea should 
not be allowed. 

Shrl Morarjl Desai: But sometimes 
it becomes necessary to allow the 
bank to draw on the reserve fund. 
Otherwise, Government does not 
generally look with favour upon bonus 
shares. That is the policy ot Govern-
ment also. 

Shrl Prabhat Kar: I have already 
pointed out how during the last 10 
years the dividend paid by banking 



companies has been mcreasing, notin. 
also that the share capital is just 2 
per cent. of the working capital. You 
are saying bonus shares are not gene-
rally granted. But during the lut 2 
or 3 years, we have. seen man)' 
cases ... 

Sbri Morarjl DeIal: We have seen 
only one .case. 

Dr. B. Gopala Beddi: A.U told 01111 
2 or 3 cases. 

Sbri Morarjl Deal: Govemment 
does not look upon it. with favour. 
Only under certain circumstances it 
has allowed it. 

CbalrmaD: I think, Govemment has 
refused in many cases. 

Sbri Pnbbat !tar: I know one case 
at least. Now, I come to clause 8(b), 
where you have said: 

"any commission to any broker 
(including guarantee broker), 
cashier-contractor, clearing and 
forwarding agent, auctioneer or 
any other person ...... .. 

So far as auctioneering and other 
things are concemed, I am still at a 
loas to understand how they cannot 
be considered as employees of the 
Bank. But about cashier-contractor, I 
have got to point out to you .... 

Shrl Morarjl Desai: You havp 
already said this in your memo-
randum. Why do you want to repeat 
it? 

Shrl Prabhat Kar: A.ll right. You 
may kindly take note of it. Now, I 
come to part (a), about the question 
of payment of bonus. You know, Sir, 
that this proviso was brought into 
effect from January, 1957. 

ChaJrmaD: The Bill was placed in 
1956. 

Shri Prabbat Ker: But it was assent-
ed by the President in January, 1957. 
Now, Sir, this is a matter which was 
referred to the Supreme Court and 
thf! Supreme Court said that the 
section 1ls it stood prior to 1956 dis-
entitled the Bank employees to claim 
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any bonus. - Parliament with proper 
understanding made this proviso witA 
a VIew not to make the· Bank 
employees disentitled to claiming of 
bonus. My only request will be that 
this proviso should be given retrol--
pective effect, because the .intentien.t. 
of Parliament is not to disentitle the 
Bank employees. That has teen 
speciftcally mentioned in this JWQviso. 
The net result will be that aJajn this·:' 
matter will come before the Supreme 
Court. 

8hrl Monrji 0-1: It canut be· 
with retrospective effect. I am very 
IIOrry. I am not going to agree with 
it. The Joint Committee can consider 
that. 

. Sbri Prabbat Kar: That is why 1. 
;lraw the attention that Parliament 
amended it. 

Shri MorarJi Desai: But it did not 
apply retrospectively.. Parliament in-
its wisdom did not do that.. 

Shrl Prabluit Kar: Sir, this proviso. 
was made simply for a clariftcation. 
That means, if the provision meant 
this, tht!n it deemed to have been 
always so. Sir, I would only draw 
your attention that this was a matter 
of clarification by Parliament, it was 
not in any other way. The clarifica-
tion means, that the intention of the 
Government was there. SO, that is 
why clarification was made and the 
clarification should be deemed to· 
have been always there. That is my 
request to the Joint Select Committee. 

That is all I wanted to say. 

Chairman: Thank you very much 

Shri Prabbat Kar: Sir, thank you,. 
for giving me a patient hearipl. 

(The witnesses then withdrew) 

II. indian Bankll' AlIIJOCiatloD Bombay 
Spokesmen: 

1. Shri S. L. Kothari: 
2. Shri R. L. Tuli: 

(Witnesses were caned in and thell 
took their seats) .. 



Chairman: We have read your 
memorandum (Appendix II) and your 
subsequent communication of the 8th 
June. We have got both with us. 
Would you like to elaborate the points 
which you have made? 

Before that, I just want to under-
Jtand one aspect of the matter to 
which you have referred to in your 
memorandum. Would you like India 
to follow th~ practice in the United 
Kingdom instead of that in the U.S.A.? 

Sbrl S. L. Ketbarl: Yes, in the 
matter of inspection of branches. 

Sbri Morarjl DeIal: Why does it 
hurt you? 

Shrl S. L. Kothari: When banking 
in India has followed the 't>ractice or 
system of England ..... . 

Shrl MorarJI Desai: We have not 
followed anybody. 

Shrl S. L. Kothari: What we have 
felt is that foreign national!\ may be 
scared from keepin'g deposits in our 
foreign branches. 

Shrl MorarJI Desai: They are not 
going to inspect the accounts of the 
people. They will see only the ac-
counts of the banks. Of course, there 
is a danger which you are imagining. 
But that danger is not a danger. It 
is a good thing for the country. 

Chairman: Do you say that instead 
of putting monies in your bank, they 
will put it in foreign Banks? 

Shri S. L. Kothari: That is what we 
have meant. 

Chairman: You are probably say-
ing here that in America, the control 
is not Government's· control, but it is 
exercised by a quasi Government 
body. 

Shri S. L. Kothari: Yl'S. 

Shrt MorarJI Desai: Here also it jg 
done by the Reserve Bank. 

Sbri S. L. Kothari: Reserve Bank is 
an official orgar.isation, and the feeling 
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outside will be that this inspection is 
done by an official organisation. This 
will be the feeling outside the coun-
try. 

Sbrl Morarjl Desai: If you explain 
it properly, nobody will misunder-
stand it. 

Shrl S. L. Kothari: That is true. 
Then they will not misunderstand. 
But to. explain this to every client 
outside the country will be dilftcult 

Shrl Morarjl De8a1: I do not think 
that the clients will bother about it. 

Dr. Raj Babadur Goar: May I ask 
the honourable witness to refer to 
their memorandum, page 2, paragraph 
2? His apprehension seems to be 
that the Indian depositors living 
abroad would think that the Reserve 
Bank will do this inspection on behalf 
of the Income-tax authorities. That 
is what they say. 

Shri Morarjl Desai: Is it what they 
say? 

Dr. Raj Bahadur Gour: They say in 
paragraph 2, page 2: 

"Indian nationals having ac-
counts with the foreign branches 
of banking companies jncorpora-
ted in India, may feel that the Re-
ser~e Bank has been given the 
power of inspecting these branches 
at the instance of the Indian In-
come_tax authorities and may 
transfer their accounts to the 
branches of other banks which are 
not subject to this inspection". 

I do not think that this provision pro-
vides for inspection of private ac-
counts of depositors. I do not think 
the Reserve Bank will inspect ac-
counts of individual depositors under 
this clause. 

Sbrl S. L. Kothari: In this matter 
of inspection I do not think that there 
is any rule laid down as to what they 
should inspect and what they should 
not. If they want to go into the ac-
('ounts of a particular person, the 
banks cannot say ....... . 



Sbri Morarll Desai: Of a particular 
person, not all the accounts. They 
will not do it in fits and starts. Re-
serve Bank is a very responsible body. 
You have presumed hete that they are 
the agencies of .the Income-tax 
authorities. This does credit neither 
to the Income-tax authorities nor to 
the Reserve Bank. 

Shri S. L. Kothari: It is only a fear 
which we have expressed. 

Sbri MorarJl Desai: Fear is the 
greatest enemy of mankind. 

Dr. Raj Babadur GOIII': So far the 
Reserve Bank of India has never in 
our country detected any income-tax 
evasion through this inspection. Even 
in our own country they have not 
detected it, which is quite high. If 
that is the case within our country, 
with regard to outside the country, 
your apprehension hall no justifica-
tion. 

Shri Morarji Desai: It may lead to 
disclosure of foreign·exchange, not of 
income-tax. 

Dr. Raj Bahadur Gour: As Indian 
citizens they ought to discourage such 
dealing in foreign exchange. 

Shrl Morarjl Desai: That is what 
Indian citizens ought to do; how many 
of them do what they ought to ·do? 

Dr. Raj Bahadur Gour: My point is 
will not the Reserve Bank's inspection 
of these Branches instil confidence in 
the depositors and will it not further 
add to the goodwill of the Bank that 
there is a certain check and it is not 
~oing to collapse. Will it not there-
fore help the Bank and its branches 
abroad? 

Sbri MorarJI Desai: There can be 
arguments on both sides. 

Chairman: They are sticking to 
their clients' position. They say that 
their clients' accounts are sacred. 
Adding to that they are pointing out 
what the English example is. They 
want that the sanctity of the accounts 
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of their clients shou_d be safeguarded. 
You do not want them to agree with 
your point of view. 

Dr. Raj Bahadlll' Gour: I would like 
to convert them to our point of 
view ..... .. 

Sbri Morarji Desai: .... and· vice 
versa. 

Dr. Raj Bahadur Gour: On pages 3 
and 4 they want further relaxation 
with regard to posts the Directors are 
entitled to hold, if I have not· mis-
understood. May I ask the honour-
able witnesses whether they would 
like the Director of a particular bank 
to occupy positions, of course tempo-
rary, in other companies which ar6 
borrowing companies? Obviously 
they are interested in safe-guarding-
the amount that they have given as a 
loan to any other company. Would 
they like them to serve temporarily as 
Directors in that particular company 
only with the express understanding 
that this will be allowM for the 
borrowing company and not for any 
other company? .-

Shri R. L. Tuli: A Director of the 
Bank, who is also a Director of the 
borrowing company does not vote on 
that issue. If a Director is interested 
in any loan he is not supposed to vote. 
Even if he votes, his vote is not taken 
into account, and he ceases to be a 
Director at that time. 

Chairman: You want your own 
Officer to be a Director of the other 
Company so long as your loan conti-
nues. 

Shri ·R. L. Tuli: Sometimes yes. 

Dr. Raj Bahadur Gour: Is it only 
for the borrowing company or for any 
other company? A company may not 
be borrowing; yet your Director 
is serving on that company. In that 
case the Company gets interested in 
the Bank and interlocking takes 
place. Would they prefer restric.ting 
the temporary service of the Bank 
officials only when the other Company 
is a borrowing company and in no 
other respect? 



SIarl R. L. '1'tdI: On what clause 
cIoeI this discussion aris~this bor-
rowi~ company and interlocking etc.? 

CbairmaD: You say that the Direc-
tors of banking companies should not 
the put on a par with Directors of 
()ther joint stock companies. 

·Shri R. L. Tull: We have men-
tioned this in connection with the 
.clause requiring amendments of any 
.provision relating to remuneration of 
.ordinary Directors to be approved by 
'the Reserve Bank:. 

Dr. Raj Bahadur Gour: So, you are 
not worried about the other thing. 

Shri MorarJi Desai: What· do they 
give in Japan? Why don't you take 
the Japanese pattern? Why do you 
want the English pattern only? 

Shri S. L. Kothari: I have no experi-
Ence of Japan. 

Sbrl MorarJl Desai: Have some 
.experience about Japan also. They 
:are paying much less. 

Shrl Panlgrahl: May I draw the 
attention of the honourable witnesses 
10 their observations on Clause 6-
page 1-of their memorandum. They 
have objected to Clause 6 where· it is 
said that no banking company shall 
be managed by any perSon who is a 
director of any other company 'not 
being . 

(a) a subsidiary of the banking 
company, or 

(b) a company 
Section 25 of the 
1958. 

registered under 
Companies Act, 

I would like further elucidation on 
their observations. If one is a Direc-
tor of both the companies, how can he 
look to the interests of both the com-
panies? When this amending Bill 
wants to remedy this, the witnesses 
.... ant to oppose it. 

Shrl R. L. Tali: We are merely sug-
gesting that if the pennanent General 
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Manager is on _ve aad somebcMl,y is 
e5ciating anclhe also happens tG be 
a Director of another company, he 
should not be asked to resign for a 
Certain period. The Bill as drafted 
says three months and the Reserve 
Bank: has the option to again extend 
that period for not more than six 
months. 

8IIrI PaDicrahl: What is the difficul-
ty in having 9 months! 'What is the 
necessity for extending it to two 
years? 

Sbrl R. L. Tull:· The principal Oftlcer 
nonnally does not go as a Director of 
another company. His junior or next 
to him is sent as a Director of another 
company where the Bank gives a 
substantial monetary help _and if the 
General Manager goes on leave even 
for' a day, the officiating General 
Manager, under the existing law 
must resign as a director of other 
company. The Bill has recognised 
the difficulty and has provided that 
he need not resi.m for a total period 
of 9 months. Our point of view is 
that this period should be extended to 
two years. 

Shri MorarJi Desai: If the Gene-
ral Manager goes on leave for two 
years, after that he will have to 
resign. 9 months is not a short period. 

Sbrl R. L. Tull: We do not want that 
power ourselves. We say that the 
Reserve Bank should have it. 

Shri Panll1'ahi: About the re-
muneration of ordinary Directors, the 
honourable witnesses have said that 
the approval by the Reserve Bank of 
the appointment and remuneration of 
managing or whole-time directors will 
lower the prestige, position and 
honour attached to directors of bank-
ing companies in the estimation of the 
shareholders, depositors and other 
members of the public. Supposing a 
man who is a Director of some of the 
concerns of Tatas and he is also on 
the Board of Directors or the General 
Manaler in any other bankin, 



c:ompany. then perbaps be wields 
·more prestige as a man in the ser-
vice of Tatas than as an oftlcial 
in the Board of Directors of a 
Banking company. I can't understa.nd 
bow the approval of his remuneration 
by the Reserve Bank will lower his 
prestige. 

SUI MorarJl Desai: You are arlUin, 
for a man who has • hilher preBtiJe. 
All members are not Directors of 
TataL 

Sbrl .......... : So far as the fee 
is concerned, how much do they want? 

SUI •• L. Tall: It is not the desire 
to earn higher fees or 'remuneration 
that has prompted the Association to 
recommend this. The Association 
has recommended this because of the 
necessity under this provision to sub-
mit any modification to the articles 
to the Reserve Bank for its approval. 
Actually, banks do not pay the direc-
tors as much as many industrial con-
cerns do. There they get commission 
also over and above the fees. 
Banks do not allow any commission 
to the directors. So. as a class it can-
not be said that the bank directors 
are more well paid than the other 
directors. The Association has mere-
ly represented that we should not be 
required to submit any alterations in 
the articles to this effect to the Re-
serve Bank. 

Sbrt ."'rrahi: May I enquire what 
is the remuneration of a member of 
the board ·of directors of a banking 
company and, if it comes under the 
power of the Reserve Bank to coptrol, 
how it' will affect their prestige? 

Shrt B. L. Tali: There is a very 
large variation in the fees, and bank!! 
are of different sizes. It cannot be 
generalised that 'this is the normal 
pattern'. The usual pattern js that a 
fee for attending a meeting is given 
and, in some cases, some monthly re-
JrlUneration is given-that is in very 
rare cases. But to generalise that 
,'this is the usual pattern', or that 'it 
is Rs. 100 or Rs. 200' is very difficult. 

Sbr~ Morarjl Desai: How does itt 
affect their prestige? For instance,. 
my Secretary draws .four thousand. 
rupees and I draw only two thousand: 
Does it mean that he has a higher-

. prestige? 

Sbri B. L. TuU: No, Sir. But the' 
fees given to the directors of banks· 
have never been heavy ones. 

Shrt Mararjl Desai: Suppose it . is; 
proposed to give fifteen thousand 
rupees to a director when he retires?' 

Shrt B. L. Tall: We are not object-
ing to that particular clause. 

Sbrt .aDlrrahI: Will the witnesses; 
not agree that the margin of differ-
ence between the pay scale or re-
muneration of a director of a bankin,. 
company and a normal executive is. 
too great and if the Reserve Bank is· 
given the power it will be beneficial?' 

Sbri B. L. Tull: The remuneration 
of the director is very' much lower' 
than what the general manager gets, 
There is no comparison between the' 
two. Unless it is a whole-time 
director or managing director, when 
he is the top man, there is very little-
comparison between the two. The 
director gets a fee for attending the 
meetings. And the Reserve Bank 
have already a say in controlling the 
remuneration of the managing direc-
tor or whole-time director. It. is only 
when it is sought to include the ordi-
nary directors ..... . 

Sbrl R. P. Sinha: The whole-time· 
director's remuneration is controlled 
by the Reserve Bank. I cannot under-
stand how, when the part-time 
director's fee is sought to be ~ontrol
led by the Reserve Bank, their pres-
tige will be affected. 

Shrl M. Govlnda Reddy: Suppose a 
directOr r.etires after thirty years, and 
the bank says "we will give him thirty 
thousand rupees f()r the services 
rendered for thirty. years"? 

Shrl Ro' L. Tuli: A~ I said already. 
we are not objecting to it. And pro-
bably it is a right move. 



Slut K. P. Sbaba: I am glad to hear 
that. 

Shrl K. L. Tuli: One more thing I 
may mention. While tryine 
to harmonise the provisions of the 
Companies Act and the Bankin, Com-
panies Act, this amendment has over-
shot the mark. The amendment 
provides for approval of the Reserve 
Bank on any provision relating to the 
appointment or reappointment of even 
ordinary directors, while any such 
thing, in other public companies does 
not require such approval. The sec-
tion there relates only to a managing 
or whole-time director or a director 
not liable to retire by rotation. In-
advertently this is the effec;t of the 
clause. There are two clauses in the 
Companies Act, one relating to 
appointment etc. and another relating 
to remuneration. In this an effort has 
been made to combine them into one 
and this is the result of it. 

Shrl Morarjl Desai:. It' is not the 
intention to make it more stringent. 

Shrl Panlrrahl: On page 3 of their 
memorandum they have said that the 
directors of banking companies should 
not be put on a par with the directors 
.of other joint stock companies and 
that the nature of their responsibi-
lities and status and so on is difterent. 
What is the difference between the 
directors of the banking company and 
the directors of the joint stock com-
pany, and why do they want that the 
pay scales or remuneration should be 
different? 

ChaJrmaD: They will say it is a 
credit institution, it is not like a mere 
profit-making institution. The de-
posits are there, and there is a trustee 

. position. It is a matter of argument. 

Sbri MorarJI Desai: An ordinary 
company may have no reputation, still 
it will earn profits. If a bank has no 
reputation it will burst. 

Sbri S. L. Kothari: As we have said, 
they get commission on profits. In a 
banking company they do not get any 
such tAin,. 
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ChairDuua: That is why r said that. 
they are in the position of trustees. 

Slut MonrJI Desai: He has a greater 
responsibility. 

Shrt PaDlpahl: Does it mean it 
should not be put on a par? 

Cball'lD8ll: You will find actually 
that in section 10 there is. a bar on re-
muneration, commission etc. depend-
ent on profits. 

Slut ItajeDdra Pntap SIDha: In 
regard to clause 2, they have expres-
sed the apprehension 'that certain 
forms of business maY' be transacted 
by a bant at places where it may 
have only a ,odown and no branch. 
I would like to know whether there 
is a large number of such places 
where such advances are made, and 
which are not within the municipal or 
other limits of a branch. 

Shrl a. L. TaU: I would invite your 
attention to the wordinc of tbe clausc. 
Sub-clause (i) of clause 2 of the 
Banking Companies Amendment Bill, 
1959, defines a branch or . branch 
officc in relation to a Banking com-
pany as: 

"any branch or branch office 
whether called a pay office or sub-
pay office or by any other name, 
at which deposits are received, 
cheques cashed or moneys lent or 
where any of the forms of busi-
ness referred to in sub-section 
(I) of section 6' is transacted.". 

By including the words 'called by 
any other name' and the words 'or 
where any of the forms or business 
referred to in sub-section (l) of section 
6 is transacted', a very large number 
of places which cannot reasonab17 be 
called branch offices have been brought 
under the definition. 

Section 6 of the principal Act give,; 
a list of the forms of business in which 
banking companies may enpge in 
addition to the business of banking. 
which under section 5(l)(b) means 
'the accepting, for the· purpose of lend-
ing or in.vestment, of deposits of:: 



:Il'loney from the public, repayable on 
·demand or otherwise, and ·withdraw-
. able by cheque, draft, order or other-
wise'. Some of the additional forms 

. of business listed under section 6 
-require no separate place of business, 
yet the place where the property 
owned, leased, charged or subject-
matter of B trust as mentioned in the 
said sUb-section is located may be 

. called a branch office under the above 
definition: .... 

Shri Rajendra Pratap Sinha: Could 
you give us some indication as· to 
what percentage of this kind of ad-
vances is made on securities at places 
which may not be called as branches, 

.. and which are outside the jurisdiction 
of the branches? 

. Shri R. L. Tuli: No money is ac-
tually lent at any other place except 
the branch, but security is accepted 
in a godown situated not within the 
municipal limits of a branch, and the 
number of such godowns is by far 
larger than the number of branches. 

Chairman: The definition requires 
a little clarification with regard to 
godowns not coming specifically under 
this section. . 

Dr. Raj Bahadur Gour: Section 6 
of the original Act only lays down 
what a branch is, and refers only to 
banking operations. Taking security 
in a godown is not a banking opera-
tion. 

Chairman: They are referring to the 
ejus dem generis rule; anything apper· 
taining to a branch will -come within 
the scope of the definition, but if it 
is strictly confined to. a branch, then a 
godown will not come under this. I 
think this requires clarification. 

Shri S. L. Kothari: I would submit 
for the consideration of the committee 
that it is a simple point. At page 4 of 
the Bill, the place of business has 
been defined. If that alone can be 
taken for all other purposes, that 
would serve the purpose of the banks. 

Shrl Morarjl Desai: That will be 
., considered. 
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SJarl S. L. Ket.bari: At paae 6, the 
words 'place of business' have been 
defined thus: 

"'place of bus:ness" means any 
office, sub_office, sub-pay office and 
any place of business at which 
depositS are received, cheques 
cashed or mone;l lent;'. 

If this definition is adopted, then it 
wm serve the purpose of the banks. 

Shrl R. L. Tali: The words 'branch 
office' wherever they are used in the 
Bill can be substituted by this phrase 
'place. of business' . Nothing is lost 
thereby. 

Shri Rajendra Pratap Sinha: What 
is the practice in other countries in 
regard to inspection of the banks; for 
f;!xample, in the United Kingdom, are 
not the banks inspected by the Bank 
of England? If they are inspected 
there, then what is the harm if we 
have a similar inspection in those 
countries? . 

Chairman: They themselves have 
stated that in England, the position 
is different, but in the United States 
there is inspection, but they say that 
the Federal Reserve Board is an or-
ganisation and not a part of the Fede· 
ral authorities themselves. . 

Shrl Rajendra Pratap Sinha: From 
the note that I have got from the sec-
retariat, I find what they have point-
ed out is not very correct. I am told 
that the Bank of England has some 
such powers as we are seeking to give' 
here. 

Chairman: The hon. Member is 
pointing out that the witnesses are 
not wholly correct when they say 
that there is no inspection in England. 

Shri S. L. Kothari: I am not aware 
of it,. but· if it is so, we shall certainly 
make a note of that point. 

Shri Rajendra Pratap Sinha: The 
other aspect of the questioQ is this. 
There are branches of foreign banks 
in . India, which are subject to inspec-
tion by the Reserve Bank of India. If 
their credit or the confidence of their 
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conlbtuetlts . Is not affected by the 
inspection of their branches in India, 
why do you think that the' credit of 
the branches of the Indian banks in 
foreign countries I would suffer if our 
Reserve Bank inspects them? 

Shri R. L. Tall: That is the real 
core of the problem' that has been 
thrashed out. Actually, this is what 
we want. Where we have opened a 
branch, we are subject to the laws of 
that country; and if we are inspected 
under those laws, We have no objec-
tion, and we cannot have any ob-
jection. 

It is not only the Indians who are 
in other countries who bank with us, 
but we hope that one day India may 
attract the custom of non-Indians in 
the countries where we open branches. 
Those people are accustomed to 
certain behaviorism on the part of 
banks. and if we cannot live up to 
the reputation or to the customs of 
those banks, we may suffer On account 
of that reason. 

For example, the instance of Swit-
zerland was cited. If at any time, 
we do get permission to open offices 
in Switzerland. we have to be on a 
par with the Swiss banks. We have 
not stated this in the memorandum 
but it is not merely the custom of the 
Indians settled there that we ran ul-
mately live upon, for that will not at 
all be profitable to us. If through 
our efficient and proPE!r dealings. we 
can attract the nationals of those 
countries or other nationals who are 
settled there, th~n only, India can be 
proud of all its bank branches outside 
the country. 

Shri Rajendra Pratap SiDha: It was 
pointed out to the witnesses by sc.me 
members that probably if the foreign 
depositors are assured that the 
branches of the Indian banks are run 
on a more scientific and controlled 
manner. perhaps, it will instil more 
confidence in their minds. 

I understand from the note givl"n to 
me by the secretariat that there is a 
provision for regular inspection in the 
Federal Reserves Act of the United 
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States. and even in the Unlte~ KIDI-
dom. the law contains certain special 
provisions authorising the mspectiODl 
of any office of a bank; the proposed, 
amendment is salutary in character. 

Therefore, what they are saym, is 
very novel, that inspection does not 
take place in other countries. ! do 
not understand the force 0:[ their 
argument against our Reserve Bank 
carrying on inspection. 

Shrl R. L. TaU: Our reply to this 
contention is that the Federal Re-
serves Board is an organisation of the 
Federal Reserve Banks themselves, 
and not a quasi-government or gov-
ernment body. 

Dr. B. Gopala Redell: It is not an 
official agency. you mean? 

Shri R. L. Tuli: It is an agency of 
the banks themselves. 

Shri Thumpalliwar: I want to' 
ask a question on a point which is nnt 
included in the memorand'im. A 
suggestion is made to the committee 
that the word 'cashier-contractors' 
should be deleted from clause 6. I 
want to know from them as to how 
it will react on the working of the 
bank? 

Shrl R. L. Tuli: We have not raised 
that point. I personally believe that 
the deletion will not be proper. B~nks 
find it better to have some man of 
means as a sort of an insurance to 
the bank as cashier-contractor and if 
he cannot be paid for the usual !er· 
vices rendered by him. it will be ctiffi-
cult. I will give an instance. Gold 
or jewellery is accepted by banks as' 
security. He is a sort of insurance to 
the banks for any loss on that account. 
He used to get a small part of the 
interest earned on those loan~. But 
this was stopped in 1949. We repre-
sented that we were losing the ser-
vices of experts and were taking a· 
risk by accepting ornaments as s,.cu-
rity which may not really be gold. 
On our representation. the Reserve· 
Bank agreed that the guarantee broker 
and the cashier contractor should be 
there and any deletion of either at· 



them will be against the interests of 
the bank. 

Shri TbumpalUwar: Is it minimis-
ing the risk? 

Shri R. L. TlIll: It does. It is like 
an insurance to the bank. In r.ase he 
ioes ~ong, he is responsiblt: for the 
shortage of cash value of the jewel-
lery accepted by us as. gold which 
might later on turn out to be some-
thing else and not gold. 

Chairman: Is he required to fur-
nish security and all that and to 
enter into a' contract? He is not a 
full-time servant. 

Shri R. L. Tuli: The actual object-
tion was that it was co'itsidcrcd part 
of the commission and so the banks 
could not continue to pay the com-
mission as part of interest E:arned. 
The remuneration is not stopped by 
this. It was the commission that was 
objected to under the old Act and this 
Bill purports to remove that. 

Chairman: If you have anything 
more to say, you may do so. 
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Slad R. L. Tall: With regard to the 
definition of the managing director, 
we have had to supplement our pre-
vious note. If our position in that· 
note is accepted, we need not say any-
thing. 

Shri Morarji Desai: We canTlot say 
now whether we accept or not. 

Shri R. L. Tuli: In the Banking 
Companies Act, there is a definition 
and in the Companies Act, there is a 
definition. We really urge for uni-
formity of definition so that these 
terms are better understood under 
both the Acts. The definitiol , under 
the Banking Companies Act is laf 
superior and better. It is very diffi-
cult to suggest before this select Com-
mittee that the Companies Act should 
adopt. this definition, but th(' Govern-
ment may kindly take a note of this. 

Shri MorarJi Desai: They are look-
ing into the matter. 

Chairman: Thank you. 
(The W'itnesses then· w: thdrew) • 

The Committee then adjourned. 
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MEMORANDUM 

By 

ALL INDIA BANK EMPLOYEES' ASSOCIATION, DELHI 

In his introductory comments' on the Bill, the Finance Minister has stated; 
that the' amendments to the Banking Companies Act in December, 1956 were 
!!lade ''with 'a view to extending the powers ot supervision and control exercis-
able by the Reserve Bank" over banking institutions. The amendments now 
srught to be made one mentioned as ''lnostly of a non-controversial nature, in. 
order to facilitate the application and enfprcement of the Act". To our sur-
prise, we flnd that though some of the amendments proposed are in the nature 
of improving the language or intended for administrative convenience, some 
vital changes in the existing legal provisions have beei1 mooted. in the Bill 
which hit at the basic policy which governs the Banking Companies Act. These 
changes are far from being of a non-controversial nIlture and should not be 
allowed to be put on the statute in the interest of national economy aDd also 
in the interest of the banking companies as credit institutions de~ling in public. 
money. 

Banking is a key industry. Therefore, any law to be framed for it or any 
proposal intended for amending the existing laws on the subject should be made' 
purely from national viewpoint. Some legal provisions governing banking 
companies, their functions and operations are already in force since 1949. The' 
drea~ulbanking crisis of 1946 in the wake of which the Banking Companies 
(Control) Ordinance, 1948, and the Banking Companies Act, 1949, were put into 
effect are fresh in memory. The broad features which were responsible for the 
crisis were bad management, inter-linking of banks' resources with non-banking 
concerns through common management, imprudent and speculative advancel . 
and investments, non-provision of adequate reserves, window-dressing at 
accounts, extravagance in the matter of declaring dividendS and so forth. (Ref. 
Banking Companies Liquidation Proceedings Committee's Report.) Above. all 
there was complete lack of any authoritative control over the industry from 
the Governmental machinery or agency. In this background, the Banking 
Companies Act no doubt did bring about a healthy deviation from a state of 
anarchy. But experience indicates that the Act has limitation in various aspects. 
There are loopholes which necessitate plugging. That being so, the laws in 
respect of this industry should be -reviewed and so revised or amended as will' 
ensure great~r and greater state control over banking institutions from the 
social viewpoint as well as in the perspective of economic reconstruction of the 
country. Necessity for this' will be well' real·ised if the Reserve Bank's direc-
tives to bankers in regard to advances against foodgrains are borne in mind. In 
ahart, the approach should be to extend more and more governmentalcontrot 
and strict control over the industry until such time as nationalisation of banking 
is made a reality. Phasing out of this programJ1le of nationalisation should not 
b~ • long one. 
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The amtndments/alterations proposed in the Banking Companies (Amend-

ment) Bill do not lead to this position. Some of the drawbacks from which 
the industry had faced difficulties and the public suftered as a result and which 
10 some extent were removed by the existing Act are now sought to be re-intro-
<luced in the present bill though in a dlt!erent procesl. 

MANAGEMENT-(Bill's Clause 6) 

(a) The purpose of Section 10 (c) (i) of the Act, and it is healthy. is that 
'8 Banking Company should b~ managed by some official who should pay his 
entire attention to the Bank or its own subsidiaries which are intended to be 
analogous or complementary to its business as otherwise the interests of the 
bank will be affected adversely owing to the divided attention. The present pro-
vision is beneficially restrictive. The Bill's Clause 6 (ii), ~.e. the p,roposed addi-
tional sub-Clause to section 10(c) (i) seeks to relax the restriction. It permits 
bank's Chief Executive Officer or somebody managing its affairs to become a 
director of any other company, not being its subsidiary, registered under Sec-
tion 25 of the Companies Act, 1956. This goes against the existing approach to 
princ:ple. The proposed addition will, in essence, lead to a proposition like inter-
locking of a bank's chief executive officer, managing director or general manager's 
position with that of a director of other types of. concerns. Even though such 
concerns may not be run for profits to be distributed by way of dividends, 
the chief executive officers attention to the bank will be distTacted. The pro-
posed proviso to the mooted ame~dment (rather addition) relaxing the short 
spells of 3 to 9 months, the inter-linking of the functions of a bank's chief 
executive offiCer and director of any other company will virtually become a 
continuous process with short breaks. I ~ 

(b) The existing law [Sec. lOll) (b) (ii)]' prohibits payment of commission 
to an employee of the bank. Proviso (b) to the Bill's clause 6 authorisel 
payment of. commission to various contractor parties. Cashier-Contractors are 
.also included. Cashier-Contractor system is nothing but the old ''banian'' 
system in commercial .concerns. This system is outmoded and is gradually 
getting buried. The Bill seeks to re-introduce this which should be stopped. Bank's 
Cash Departments should be managed by the banks themselves, directly. Thia 
·will save uncalled for expenses, and will protect banks from external in-
Jluence exerted through Contractor-Cashiers, who generally represent organis-
·ed business community and functions as Contractors-Cashiers in several 
Banks and Commercial concerns. 

:SMALLER BANKl1'IG CONCERNs-vis-a-vis SECTION 11 OF THE ACT (vide Bin's clause 7) 

It may be mentioned here, that the restrictive provisions of Section 11, 
-existing and/or with proposed amendments, are desiened to check growth and 
-expansion of smaller banking concerns and thus ensure functioning of larger 
units in fields of opulence like Calcutta and Bombay speci.ally. It is true that 

banks which cannot attract share-capital should not be encouraged in as much 
as 'such banks raise deposits from public without riskin, its own (i.e., its share 
holders') funds and tend to become irre!lponsible, still, the rigidity of minimum 
paid up capital and reserv~ for Calcutta and Bombay should be relaxed in 
"the context of erowine .. tiona I economy and scope should be given to smaller 
institutions to trade in the field. Instances are no fewer where good bankin, 
cOncerns whicb bave been fundtionin, from before aDd doing honest business 
are strulll1n. and a reuonab1e relaxation of the rilid legal I rovlsion in this 
respect wi]) be helpinl them maintain 11'8U11d and move ahead. 
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DJvmEND DECLARATION WITHOUT WRITING OFF,' DEPRECIATION ON INVESTMJ:N'l'S, 
WlTBDRAWALS FROM REsERVE FtrND {BUt's ClaUSes 10 and 11) 

The notes on clauses (p. 19). says that "if the securitIes concerned have not 
been sold and if a loss has not actually been incurred" appropriations from 
profits may be made before full writing of! of the depreciation on investments 
in such approved securities. Theoretically, the proposition may be in order, 
but in reality one of the essentials of a banking company is its liquid resources 
in the event of an emergency and that being so, the depreciation on such in-
vestments has a direct bearing on liquid· resources, because fluctuations in the 
market value of such' approved securities (mainly Government Securities) in 
which banks invest their funds-tell upon the banks' resources when theil' 
conversion into cash becomes necessary. Declaration of dividend without 
neutralisation of the depreciation would be bad in banking principle and 
would serve the motive of exploitation of the proflts without looking to the 
institution's as well as its depositors' interests, Rather, more stringent pro-
visions should be made :regarding dividend declaration. Restriction of divi-
dend \ at a level is what is called for so that surplus profits augment capital 
formation and the' institutions' positions are strengthened as against libera-
Used distribution of profits to the shareholders. Planned economy for the 
development of an under-developed country like ours demands such restrictions 
as to decla:ration of dividend and fixation of a maximum limit for dividend at 
5 per cent. to 6 per cent. and where declared. 

Apart from rigid restrictions on dividends, issuing of "bonus shares" should 
be prohibitect.. This is another measure of appropriating surplus profits over 
and above dividends and ensuring distribution of. much larger amounts as 
dividends from subsequent years. 

When employees, the human. machines who tum their labour into profits 
for the banks, ask for minimum fair wages, bankers come out and argue that 
~ey are UBable to increase employees' emoluments without raising the ratel of 
interest on borrowers etc. Issuing of bonus shares is a glaring contra-
diction. Without entering into details of the question that banks can pay 
adequate wages to their employees and even increase them from their ordinary 
income withou,t raising interest rate on advances, it can. be well laid that with 
the surplus available after imposing restriction of dividend quantum and pro-
hibition of bonus shares, interest rates charged on advances can safely be 
:reduced for benefits of banks borrowing customers. In short there should be 
a celling in the payment of dividends and prohibitions in the issue of bonUI 
shares. Provision should be made in respect of proper accounting and distribu-
tion of banks proftt and after a reasonable return on the share capital is 
given, and appropriate bonus to the emplOY~s is paid, any surplus Temaining 
thereafter should be taken out of the banks concerned and deposited in a 
special account which is to be created on which the State should have full 
control. In the event of nationalisation of banks in future days, if any com-
pensation is to be paid to the shareholders, it is to be paid out of such special 
funds. 

Incidentally, a reference to the form of a banking company's balance sheet 
as in the thiTd schedule to the Banking Companies Act ill called for. Part 
"S' of the Scbedule dealing with profit and lqIB account pl'OYides that on the 
mcome aide the amounts set apart as provision fot bad and doubtful debts 
and otbel' prarisions out of proftts durin, a year need not be shown, i.e., the 
i.eeRle may be slaown less the provisions made. This leaves room tor depicti~ 



an unreal position of a bank in its Income and Expenditure Account with all ig 
consequences and paraphamalia. Such provisions must ~ shown in the BaJ8nCit 
Sheet 10 that the Balance Sheet exhibits a bank's position in all ita details euilJ' 
understood by all. 

NEW BRANCHES OPENING 

An undersirable feature of the bankinl system in our country is. too mudl 
concentration of bank offices in larger cities and that too ill limited congestecl 
areas. With the expansion of bankin,. business and its rapid progress ~ • 
conseq'uence of the Five-Year plans, the recent trend as being observed is ~ 
opening of newer and newer branches by the larger banks, in places which 
are already over-crowded with offices of many other banks. Bombay, Calcutta 
and Delhi are pointed examples of this process while the role of the Banks is 
primarily to help develop the economy, the purpose cannot be fulfllled unlee. 
there is an expansion in the bl"lnch banking scattered throughout the country 
so regulated that there is an even distribution of bank offices in all area 
without any concentration in particular areas. Although the State Bank or 
India has been opening numerous new offices accordLng to recommendations 
of the Rural Credit SurveY Committee, the scope and urgency of establishing 
aftlces of other banks in areas not yet served by banking facilities should 
receive primary consideration not only for the purpose of mopping up idle or 
uninvested moneys but also to enable the people of these areas to derive beneflts 
from bank services. 

Opening of new offices by larger banks in areas where smaller banks have 
been functioning develops avoidable competition leading to ruination of the 
smaller institutions and growth of monopoly control of credit facilities by IUler 
concerns. It is, therefore, incumbent that provisions should be incorporated In 
the Banking Companies Act to so regulate branch opening as will not allow 
fUrther concentration of bank offices in big cities and areas already served by 
offices 01 ·other banks and prohibit unhealthy tendencies of wiping out small 
banks. Small institutions should be protected so as to maintain availability of 
their services to small traders and customers who are not generally entertained 
by the larger banks. 

AMALGAMATION OF BANKS-PROHIBITION OF WINDING UP OF BANKING COMPANDS 

Taking over of other banks by the State Bank of India is now becoming a 
process beneficial to the community because of extension of the spnere 01 public 
sector over this vital industry. 

As a result of the unhealthy competition referred to earlier, many of the 
small-s'zed banks are facing difficulties. Such difficulties might be the legacies 
of past imprudent and unscrupulnus m411agement, but with the system of Reserve 
Bank's inspections some standardisation in their operations might be in the 
offing. The question, however, is whether these banks should continue with such 
difficulties endangering the deposits of public and restricting business operations. 
The need today is, in cases where i!l the opinion of Reserve Bank existing banks 
are not being able to function economically or facing problems ih complying 
with provisions of law relating to banking companies, Government or the Jleserve 
Bank should direct their amalgamation with the State Bank of India. Here we 
insist that there should be amalgamation as going concerns and not transfer of 
ass. end liabilities to the State Bank. Existing laws do not empower Reserve 
Bank to direct amalgamation of banking companies. The initiative j" left with 
individual bank managements and if they approach then Rererve Bank enters 
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.into the field only to ~ort whether the combined unit will be able to sene the interest of the depositors. We feel that irrespective of whether particular 
bank or bank's management desire or not, if Reserve Bank so thinks, it shall 
bave authority to direct amalgamation of banking companies . 

. Section 38 of the Banking Companies Act h;;s given powers to Reserve Bank 
10 take steps on its own for winding up banks under certain conditions, mainl:r 
.If they fail or are unable to meet their debts and obligations. We consider 
it wrong and defective from the service-to-the-community point of view. Once a banking company has been allowed to be incorporated and commence busineaa 
now or beforehand, such company has a great link with public directly as distinct 
from other companies whose existence or winding up affects the shareholders 
only. As such, banking companies must not be wound up. Everybody is aware 
that despite good intentions and legal provisions of a speed-up the winding up 
.of banks is a long process ultimately affecting the depositors. In spite of addition 
of a full chapter' to the Banking Companies Act, the position of those vitally 
affected regarding banks already in liquidation is precarious. Decades have 
passed. Still depositors have not received their dues. It is, therefore, imperative 
that there should be an end to the winding up of banks and law should provide 
that. banks whose existence is not safe for the cODllDllnity should be straightawa;r 
merged with the State Bank so that the Govt. takes over the responsibility for 
these banks. The reason being that the Govt. allowed them to function, 
supervised their operations through Reserve Bank and Company Law Administra-
tion and if in spite of these the bank fail it should be Governmental responsibilitr 
with a view to serve the interest of the community. 

The Policy should be to stop liquidation of banking companies any more and 
'merger of such banks as are on the verge of liquidation under the present 
management with the State Bank should be the social and legal approach to the 
problem. 

Voluntary winding up of banks is restricted by section 44 of the Banking 
(',ompanies Act. But this restriction applies to banks which are granted licence 
by Reserve Bank under Sect:on 22 ibid. Here the restriction itself is restrictive. 
It. should not be limited to licence-granted banks only, no bank should have 
any right to voluntarily wind up its business. Such voluntary winding up often 
leads to swindling of pubtic money by unscrupulous management and there 
are numerous instances of the kind. 

Above all, amalgamati09 of uneconomic banks and merger with State Bank 
of India which otherwise would have been cases of liquidation must be a speedy 
process not encumbered by law's delay. 

PROBDIITION .oJ' MALPIlACTlcZS 

Bankers treat their books and records as too secret in the name of pro~ 
customers' interests. They make too much fuss about it. Production of boob 
and records are refused even to the Court of Law like Tribunals. We under-
stand that often records are not made available to Reserve Bank Inspectors. Whr 
this is so? Malpractices in business operations, dodging of law, unscrupuloWl 
USe of public money, etc., are, in our opinion, some of the cogent reasons. Mun-
dhra affair, Shanti Prasad Jain's case, Bhagwendas Goel's issue, loss of lakhs and 
crores of rupees to banks due to collusion of anti-social and unscrupuloWl 
persons with top officials and directors of banks are pointers on the s~bject. Posi-
tive measures are, therefore, absolutely necessary against these si~uations if the 
country's banking institutions are to be improved and banking habits are to be 
developed among the people by creating greater confidence in banks. 



Such malpractices are eatinlinto the vitals of banking system. In spite 01. 
adequate information and reports against banks and their management there iJI 
no instance to our knowledge where public action has been taken against such 
oftlcials or banks or bad management have been removed from oftlce by the 
Govt. or Reserve Bank under legal authority. Strong and direct measures are 
essentially 'to be provided for in the ~ct in this respect. 

In spite of inspections by the Reserve Bank, audits by ·Chartered Accountants. 
internal au4itors, etc. speculative, unscrupulous, anti-social and even anti-
national deeds are perpetrated by bank managements and they do not come 
to light. It is here that the co-operation and assistance of the banks' general 
employees, other than those at the top, are required. They should be encouraged 
to disclose the managements' malpractices and for that appropriate aDd adequate 
protectioQ must be given to them from the wrath of the bankers for such dis-
closure. Employees' Associations' representations .in respect of 'the Bank's 
working must be given due recognition and value. Banks' employees are much 
more interested in the banks than the shareholders and this interest is not 
confined to the question of wages alone. Through this process it will be possible 
to successfully eradicate malpractices and corruption in banking concerns. 
Apart from such representations law should provide for and make it eti'ective 
that representatives or employees' associations is/are included in the policy 
making bodies of banking companies . 

. In the light of what has been stated above we suggest that the following 
changes should be made:-

BiU's Clause 6-(p. 3)-Delete the words "Cashier-Contractor" .• 

Both the sub~lauses (a) and (b) should have retrospective' effect so as to 
mean that these clauses were as if in force from the commencement of the Act. 

Bill's Clause 6-(p. 3)-lines 2~0 should be deleted. 

Bm's Clawe 7-It should be further amended so as to obviate certain 
difliculties faced by the small banks which are functioning properly in spite of 
technical disabilities. 

Bill', Clauses 10 and ll.-Sections 15, 17 and 18 of the Act-Delete the 
clau!le upto line 36. Rather now amendment should lle brought so as to restrict 
the payment of dividends and prohibit issue of Bonus Shares in the Bankin, 
Industry. 

Bill'. Clause ll-(p. 5), (p. 6)-Section 18 of the \Act-Add in Page 6, line 2, 
after the word "behalf", "as also with Co-operative Bank and Post Office Savin,. 
Bank Accounts". 

Matters discussed in the Memorandum but in respect of which specific form 
of amendments have not been suggested should be taken into consideration and 
suitable provisions should be made while finalising the .Bill. 
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MEMORANDUM 

By 

INDIAN BANK'S ASSOCIATION, BOMBAY 
A 

The above Bill has been introduced in Parliament during its current Budget 
Session to amend further the Banking Companies Act, 1949, which is referred 
to below as the Principal Act. 

Clause 2 

Ib clause 2 of the above Bill "branch" is defined as any branch or branch-
office where any of the forms of business referred to in sub-section ( 1 ) of Sec-
tion 6 of the Principal Act is transacted. In this connection, we may state that 
a few forms of business, such as holding of property as security for loans and 
advances, may be transacted by a bank at places where it may have only a 
godown and no branch, but that according to the above definition, the opening 
of such a godown station will require the permission of the Reserve Bank of 
India and subject the bank concerned to unnecessary inconvenience. Furthe:-, 
it a bank carries on business as provided in sub-sections (g), (k) and (1) of 
Section 6 of the Princ:pal Act in any place, at which it has no branch, according 
to the above definition of branch, the bank cannot transact the above business 
without the previous permission of the Reserve Bank. This also will subject 
banks to unnecessary hardship. It, therefore, appears that the definition of 
"branch" requires suitable amendment. 

Clause 6 

Section 10 of the Principal Act lays down that no banking company shall be-
managed by a person who is a director of any other COmpany, not being a 
subsidiary company of the banking company. Clause 6 of the Amending Bill 
substitutes the following for the above clause of the Principal Act!-

"No banking company shall be managed by any person who is a director 
of any other company not being-

(a) a subsidiary of the banking company, or 

(b) a company registered under Section 25 of the Companies Act, 195~ 

Provided that the prohibition in this sub-clause shall not apply in res-
pect of any such director for a temporary period not exceeding. 
three months or such further period not exceeding six months as 
the Reserve Bank may allow." 

In this connection, our view is that there·.may be cases where the officiating 
manager of a banking company may have to function in this capacity for a period 
longer than 9 months provided at the end of the clause referred to above. We~ 
therefore, suggest that this period may be extended to two years. 
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Cioue SO 

This clause amends Section 35 of the Principal Act and adds the followine 
explanation: -

tlExplanation.-For the purposes of this section, the expression "bankinl 
company" shall include-

(i) in the case of a banking company incorporated Qutside India, all jt.; 
branches in India; and 

(il) in the case of a banking company incorporated in India, all its 
branches whether situate in India or outside India." I 

We are I),ot in favour of ,giving the Reserve Bank the power of inspect.ing 
foreign branches of banking companies incorporated in India, for the followiq 
r~ona:-

1. The grant of such power now may create a wrong impression upon the 
minds of the people of the foreign areas in which branches of banking companies 
incorporated in India ~re situated, especially as the branches of other banking 
-eompanies situated in the same areas are not subject to inspection by _ their 
respective Central Banking Authorities. 

2. Indian nationals having their accounts with the foreign branches of bank-
mg companies incorporated in India, may feel that the Reserve Bank haa been 
liven the power of inspecting, these branches at the instance of the Indian 
Income-tax authorities and may transfer their accounts to ·the branches of other 
banks which are not subject to this inspection. • 

Moreover, it dQes not appear necessary to grant this power to the ReRrve 
'Bank, as such branches cannot be established by banking companies incorporated 
in India ~ithout the p:r:evious permission of the Reserve Bank, which can ensure 
that only banking companies having a high standing, full trust and conftdence 
'both of the public and of the authorities are allowed to open branches abroad. 
Virtually therefore the Reserve Bank has and can exercise this inspection. Why 
then should Government specially seek to give it such additional powers of 
. control? . 

In this connection, it may be urged on behalf of Government that the Federal 
Reserve Act of the United States gives similar powers to the Federal Reserve 
Board to inspect the foreign branches of its member banks. Our reply to this 
-contention is that the Federal Reserve Board is an organisation of the Federal 
Reserve Banks themselves and not an official organisation, whereas the Reserve 
'Bank of India is practically an official organisation. Moreover, the banking 
system in India has been developed on the' British model and the Bank of 
England has no powers of inspecting any offices of the British banks. Banking 
in India has still a long way to go. For that legitimate growth and pro81'ft8 
1lII few powers of control as possible should be put on the Statute Book. 

-Claue 21 

Clause 21 subjects the remuneration of ordinary directors also to Section 35B 
·of the Banking Companies Act which provides for the approval by the ReslF"e 
Bank of the appointment and remuneration of managing or whole-time d.irecton\. 
Directors of banking companies in India receive remuneration in the form of 
director's fees or special remuneration for perfQrmance of speciftc duties and 
.out-of-pocket expenses. It is not understood why such remuneration should be 
made 8ubject to the approval of the Reserve BanJr;. This clause is likely to lower 
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the prestige, position and honour attached to directors of banking companies in 
the estiInation of the shareholders, depositors and other members of the public. 

In this cQnnection, it may be urged on behalf of Government that this clause 
is Intended to harmoniSe the prov,isions of the existing section 35B of the Principal 
Aet with th~e contained in section 310 of the Companies Act, 1956 and that any 
discrimination in favour of the directors of banking compan es exempting· them 
from the provisions in, the Companies Act, which should normally be applicable 
\0 them, cannot be justified. Our reply to the above contention is that d:rectors 
of banking companies should 'not be put on a par with directors of other joint-
stock companies and that, by the very nature of their responsibilities and 
status, directors of banking companies should be treated with special considera-
tion and should be shown greater confidence. There is no question of harmoni-
sing the provisions of the existing Section 35B of the Principal Act with those 
contained in Section 310 of the Companies Act. For instance, directors of 
joint-stock companies under the Indian Companies Act are entitled to a com· 
mission on profits. This is rightly prohibited by the Banking Companies Act 
in the case of directors of, banking companies. Further, in none of the other 
enlighW!ned countries of the world is the Central Banking Authority vested 
with the power of controlling the remuneration of directors of' banks, Actually, 
from such information as we have been able to gather, we find that bank directors 
are paid much more ig various forms in other advanced countries like the United 
States of America, United Kingdom, West Germany and Japan. Bank directors 
in the United Kingdom, for instance, are giyen an annual remuneration of 
£ 1,000 and above, in addition to various fees and amenities which are provid'ed 
for them during their visit to the City. 

Clause 26 

Clause 26 extends the Reserve Bank's power to apply to the court for the 
winding up of banking companies, wherever this is considered nece:;sary. The 
wording of this clause is so wide as to give .almost. unlimited powers to the 
Reserve Bank to' apply to the court for the winding up of banking companies. 
We do not think it desirable or even necessary' to give such powers to the 
Reserve Bank. 

In this connection, it may be urged on behalf of Government that the powers 
conferred by this clause upon the Reserve Bank are intended to be exercised in 
cases where banking companies are not functioning normally and the circums-
tances generally are such that the interests .of the depositors have to be protected. 
Our reply to this contention is that the necessary powers in this respect with 
regard to all companies are provided by the Companies Act and other legislative 
measures. These powers should suffice in the case of banking companies also. 
We cannot understand the reason for investing the Reserve Bank of India with 
special and wide powers with regard to ban~ng companies only. 

·Clause 33 

This clause extends the penalties leviable under Section 46 or the Principal 
Act, so as to ensure compliance with the requirements of the Act by certain' 
officers to whom it does not now specifically apply. We do not approve of this 
extension, because there are genuine difficulties regarding filing of returns parti-
cularly on account of the difficulties of obtaining returns from distant and small 
places where the banks cannot afford to maintain competent and therefore highly 
paid staff. The imposition of such penalties is . likely to cause hardship to banks, 
to interfere with the normal working and to check the expansion of banking to 
remoter areas.' ' 
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In continuation of our earlier memorandum we write to invite the kind atten-
tion of the Joint Committee of Parliament to the fact that the definition of 
Managing Director given in Section 2 of the Banking Companies (Amendment) 
Bill, 1959 proposing to amend Section 5 (h) of the Banking Companies Act, 1949 
di1fers materially from the definition of Managing Director given in Section 2 of 
the Companies (Amendment) Bill, 1959 proposing to amend Section 2(26) .of the 
Companies Act, 1956. As Section 314 and some other Sections of the Companies 
Act, 1956 apply to Managing Directors of banking companies, we request the 
Joint Committee of Parliament to be good enough to consider the matter . 
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